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ABSTRACT
 
Career Education is more important now for special needs students than ever before.
 
With fierce competition already in the workplace,special needs students need all the help
 
theycan get to successfuUy gain employment. It is important that these students m their
 
middle school years be taught real life skills. Not only does it bring importance and
 
meaning to whatthey are learning,but it will also benefit them later in life. We are
 
optimistic that with career education these students will have more options and
 
opportunitiesfor employment.
 
The School-to-Career curriculum has six strands. This project provides a resource
 
available to all SpecialEducation teachers interested in teaching career awarenessto their
 
classes. Included strands are: Job Planning,Finding a Job,Job Applications,Job
 
Interviews,Keeping a Job,and Vocational Math. The project provides teachers with
 
lesson plans,student worksheets,and extension ideas.
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CHAPTER ONE
 
INTRODUCTION
 
'v, , . ■ ■ ■ ■ 
Middle schools are relatively new organizational arrangements in American school
 
systems.It has only been in the past 15 years that the idea oforganizing aschoolfor
 
early adolescents hascaught on. In 1970there were onlyafew dozen such schoolsin
 
America,but that trend haschanged dramatically. Since 1990the humber ofmiddle
 
schools has grown to over 18,000in California alone. That number continues to rise.
 
Prior to the advent ofmiddle schools there werejunior high schools. Junior high
 
schools were,and in some cases stiU are,smaller versions oftheir namesake,little high
 
schools or"preview"high schools. In mostimportant ways,junior high schools were
 
replications ofboth schools. To compound the problem many high schoolteachers,
 
who were trained to teach older more mature students,taught injunior high schools.
 
The repositioning ofthese teachers meant they brought their high schoolinstructional
 
strategies with them including;lecturing and testing that had been the traditional
 
method ofpresenting content to older pupils. Thecurriculum,too,was mainlya
 
watered-down version ofwhat wastaughtin high schools. In addition to the
 
traditional academic subjects there were"shop"subjectsfor boys and homemaking,or
 
cooking,for girls.
 
The reason behind the non-academic shop and cooking classes was the
 
justification for 'tracking'students. It wasassumed thatsome students were destined
 
to further their education byentering college while their less able peers were going to
 
work upon graduation. Non-academic,or vocational classes, was thought to help
 
prepare students for the world ofwork. However,at thejunior high level that did not
 
occur,for severalreasons. The shop and cooking classes were more hobby oriented
 
than career oriented. Students spent time on such projects as making bookshelves and
 
chocolate chip cookies,rather than being prepared for the transition from the classroom
 
into the market place. The major reason for the failure ofthe vocational track system
 
however,lay in the false assumption behind the idea ofa life-long "track"for students.
 
Educators wrongfully believed that as early adolescents, young people were
 
either going to college or terminating theirformaleducation upon completion ofhigh
 
school They were destined to either enter a profession which required additional
 
education,or enter a vocation and that was all predetermined which gave rise to shop
 
and homemaking. Wenow know that wasa false premise. There is no such thing as
 
predesfination when itcomes to students'future life work.
 
Perhaps,the biggest and worst aspect ofthis beliefwasthe stigma it attached to
 
students. To be labeled as"vocational" meant,to moststudents,they didn't measure
 
up to their academic counterparts. Instead ofthe prestige and feelings ofsuccessthat
 
accompanies a profession,they were led to believe they were second-class individuals
 
who would have to rely on whatever work they could find to earn a living.
 
It has been said that the purpose ofschoolis to learn and the more oneleams
 
the greater the prospect for opportunities for success and happiness. However,many
 
vocation-bound studentsfound nojoy in school School was meaningless to them.
 
They not only gave up in academics classes believing they could never do well there.
 
their feelings about themselves diminished as well The natural and non-sequential
 
result wasleaving schoolearly and becoming a statistic with the labelof drop out.
 
In a study ofjunior high schoolstudents in the state ofWashington in 1985,
 
Conrath found that25% ofstudents in that state dropped out before they entered their
 
freshman year ofhigh school The mostfrequent reasons given for this tragedy was
 
self-critical reasons:"lack ofresponsibility,'!can't do the work," 'I'm too dumb,"
 
and school-critical reasons,"nobodyknows whoIam-"'!didn't get the help I
 
needed," (Conrath,1986) concluded that adults who have worked with these youth
 
have,usually unintentionally,helped them see themselves in those ways. This is ugly
 
and avoidable.
 
This project was bom out ofa need,in asmall way,to reverse this trend.
 
PROJECTRATIONALE
 
Asit wasso well pointed outin 1996,byPaulWehman's"Life Beyond the
 
Classroom"."Theeducation and employmentofyoung adults with disabilities in the
 
United States must remain aleading priority." The career education ofindividuals
 
with disabilities is essentialfor their adjustment into adulthood and for their rightful
 
place in their communities. "Without an education thatfocuses on the developmentof
 
personalcompetence,life skills, and employment opportunities, young adults with
 
disabilities are greatly handicapped in the complex modem society in which we live." It
 
is therefore essential that pupils, beginning in their middle school years,be taught real-

life skills and the meansto transition from the classroom to the work place with
 
minimum adjustments.
 
The reason whythis project is important is that it is designed to give
 
discouraged students,someofwhom are defeated and who otherwise mightfind school
 
purposeless and unfulfilling,an exciting experience wheretheycan find success. This,
 
hopefully, willlead to answers ofcareer opportunities and life-long fulfillment.
 
The students selected for this project are middle schoolspecialeducation pupils
 
who are designated as learning disabled and mentally handicapped.
 
This is important since these students are the most at risk ofdropping out ofschool due
 
to discouragement and repeated failures. Byfocusing much oftheir academic
 
experience around careers and career preparation it is hoped that these students will
 
find purpose in their subjects and asa result succeeded in ways that are new for them.
 
Further,bysucceeding,it is believed they willbecome more willing to accept the
 
challenges in the classroom and beyond.
 
Finally, by demonstrating the success ofthe program,it is hoped a school-to­
work program willbecome partofthe generalcurriculum at our schoolfor all students.
 
VALUETOSCHOOL
 
The purpose ofthis project is not to displace the need for a rigorous academic
 
program. Rather,it is to give meaning and purpose to subject matter that miany
 
students find there is no application or need. This is especially truefor students who
 
experienced repeated,finstration and failure.
 
Byfusing career incentives with traditional subject matter,it is believed these
 
students will be more motivated to leam and begin to explore the world ofcareers.
 
Further,ifthese assumptions are true and provable,the concept mightspread to the
 
mainstream instructional program. We would hope tb demonstrate the validity of
 
this approach to the staffas a whole by provingthe validity ofthis project. It is our
 
hope and beliefthat other departmentsin myschool will begin to incorporate these
 
concepts in their subjects,and the waysin which they approach their students.
 
VALUETOUS
 
Wehave always attempted to assess our performance,as teachers,by what
 
difference we have made to our students,orto state it differently,we believe our
 
successshould be measured in direct proportion to the successofthe students we
 
teach.
 
Ifwecan motivate these studentsto succeed in academic subjectsin ways
 
they have notdoneso before while atthe sametime preparingthem for transition
 
into careers,for which they are motivated,then we willfeel personally we have
 
succeeded. Thatis our greatestreward as teachers.
 
VALUEOFTHEPROJECT
 
Manyofthe reformsthathave been undertaken in education have been"hot
 
flashes"ofideas unrelated to the needsofchildren. Oneonly hastolook atthe so-

called innovationsin education in the pastcouple ofdecadesto realize the waste of
 
time andfundsexpendedon experiments thathad little or no impactonthe
 
educational lives ofstudents. Lasting educational reform mustfocus on real needs
 
ofstudents,and mustbegin atthe school level and nowhere else.
 
Unless motivated teachers and school administrators,after thoughtfully
 
considering whatis required for pupilsto take their rightful place as productive
 
adults in their communities,begin to address those needs,we are all failing our
 
students and ourfuture.
 
It is recognized thatthis isasmall beginning with a limited numberof
 
students. However,the related research has validated the concepts ofthe project and
 
for certain,the timing for beginning this type ofefforts is long overdue.
 
PROGRAMPLAN
 
The mission ofthis project isto develop a school-to-careercumculum that
 
can be utilized by all middle school students. It is designedto help educate these
 
students in the skills they will needto become successful intheir future careers.
 
The first objective is to have students explore a variety ofcareers. To
 
achievethis we will have guest speakers from the community talk abouttheir
 
careers. We will also planfield trips to local businessesso students mayseethe
 
variety ofjobsin each work place. The students will watchjob description videos
 
that were locally filmed. There will bean opportunityforthe studentsto complete
 
interestinventoriesto findjobsfor whichthey maybe well suited. They will also
 
complete career interest interviews with adults ofprofessions in whichthey are
 
interested.
 
The second objective is to educate students on howto findjobs. The
 
students will betaught how to read and interpretthe employmentads. They will
 
accomplish this by locating the help wanted section in the newspaper. They will
 
read examples ofjob advertisements^d interpret abbreviations used. The students
 
will researchjob advertisements and information about variousjobs. They will also
 
maketheir own help wanted ads.
 
Thethird objective isto teach students how to fill outjob applications. The
 
students will need to master personal information and terminology used onjob
 
applications. Thestudents will fill outsamplejob applicationsfrom various work
 
places.
 
Thefourth objective is to teach studentsto interview forjobs. The students
 
willleam howto shake handsand makeintroductions properly. They will also learn
 
whatskills employers are lookingfor when hiring new employees. The students will
 
read and identify waysto prepare forjob interviews. They will practice answering
 
somecommonjob interview questions.
 
The fifth and final objective is to teach studentshowto manage money. The
 
students willleam how to write checks,balance checkbooks,and cash or deposit
 
checks into a checkingor savings account. The students willleam how to budgetthe
 
moneythey have earned. They willleam how to useATM machines and make
 
transactions.
 
LIMITATIONS ANDDELIMITATIONS
 
The purpose ofthis project is to provide middle schoolspecialeducation
 
teachers with a school-to-career curriculum. Wefeel this is necessary to our
 
population ofstudents since it is covered annually in their Individualized Education
 
Plan(IE?) The students have a prevocational goal untilthey are 13 years old,then
 
they have an Individualized Transition Plan(IT?)that covers school-to-career goals.
 
Within our project ther© areconeems and limitations. Dueto the melange of
 
career materials that are available, but not appropriate for our special needs students,
 
we wanted a curriculum that would be high interest and low readinglevel This may
 
limit its use with the generaleducation population.
 
The curriculum does not cover every aspect ofjob planning;we chose the main
 
parts that we deemed mostimportantfor our specialneeds population. These include
 
exploring careers,findingjobs,job appUcations,job interviews,and managing money.
 
ASSUMPTIONS
 
Thefollowing are assumptions that apply to this project:
 
1. AU teachers could utilize this materialin part or whole.
 
2. Byencouraging learners to set goals and career plansfor themselves,they
 
will be motivated to pursue future career opportunities.
 
3. By helping students to understand their learning style,interests, abilities and
 
disabilities,more students will achieve success in subject matter.
 
4 Byoffering a variety oflearning situations(videos,role-plays, worksheets,
 
field trips,and guest speakers),student's interests will be peaked.
 
5. Exploring a variety ofcareers will assure that students will be motivated to
 
pursue their specialinterests and talents.
 
6. Byensuring that the instructional materialis at the student's instructional
 
level,more students will achieve success.
 
7. Allsubject matter is relevant for preparing for future careers.
 
8. Through the involvement ofmembersofthe communityin the curricula,
 
more opportunities will open up for students.
 
9. Bycoordinating curricula with Language Arts and Math classes,the content
 
ofthis project can be integrated and made meaningful
 
DEFINITION OFTERMS
 
For this project the following definitions apply:
 
1. Academics: related to subjects taught in school(reading,writing,math,
 
socialstudies,or science).
 
2^ Curriculum: representsa set oflearning experiencesin selected subjects.
 
3. Delimitation: fix or defmethe limits ofsomething.
 
4. Disabflity: a condition that affects a person's ability to read, write,speak,
 
see,move,hear,orfunction.
 
5. Educationalreform: improving education by bringing in new methods and
 
ideas.
 
6. High interest/low reading level: materialthat interests older students and is
 
written at alow reading level,to insure student success.
 
7. Individualized Education Plan(lEP):an annual meeting for students with
 
disabilities where a team ofeducators design an individualized set ofgoals
 
and objectives that the student should work on for the next year.
 
8. Innovations: new trends or conceptsin the field ofeducation.
 
9. Interest inventories: devices used to find out what an individual's interests
 
are. It can be used to find out what careers might be mostsuitable for
 
individual students.
 
10.Individualized Transition Plans(ITP):similar to thelEP;this plan is done
 
when a student with disabilities reaches age 14,and it is used to help the
 
student plan for his/her future. Successfultransition requires carefiol
 
planning by parents,students,and schoolstaff.
 
11.Learning disability:a disability that affects one or more ofthe persons
 
psychologicalprocessing. It affects the way information is gained,stored,
 
or retrieved from the brain.
 
12.Mainstreamed instructional program:specialneeds students are educated in
 
the generaleducation setting.
 
13.Mentally handicapped:a condition oflimited mental ability in which an
 
individual hasalow IQ,usually below 70on a traditional test of
 
intelligence.
 
14.Non-academic: subjects taughtin school,such as,cooking,art,computers,
 
orforeign languages.
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15.Personalinformation: a person'sfuU name,address,phone number,social
 
security number,etc. that can be used when filling out forms,applications,
 
and other documents.
 
16.School administrators: Schooland District leaders.
 
17.School-to-Work: career awareness or exploration,and Skills that are
 
taught in schoolto prepare studentsfor a career.
 
18.Tracking: a method ofplacing students according to their ability levels in
 
homogeneousclasses or learning experiences where they allfollow the same
 
curriculum(college preparatory or vocational).
 
19.Traditionalsubject matter: basic subjects taughtin school.Language arts,
 
math,socialstudies,and science.
 
20.Transition: preparing studentsfor the world ofwork,or preparing students
 
from one levelofschoolto the next,for example,preparing students to go
 
from middleschoolto high school.
 
21. Validity: Tests or programs that have been demonstrated and proven to be
 
consistent,and accurate with the same results, after validating against other
 
tests.
 
22. Vocational: Instructional activities that students do to prepare and train for
 
post schoolemployment. These instructional activities can occur on
 
campus or in a community based setting.
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CHAPTERTWO
 
AREVIEW OFTHERESEARCH
 
The tough problem is notin identifying winners;it is making winners
 
outofordinary people. That,after all,is the overwhelming purpose of
 
education. Yet historically,in mostofthe periods emphasizing

excellence,education has reverted to selecting winners rather than
 
creating them. K.Patricia Cross,Howard Graduate Schoolof
 
Education.
 
One ofour human failings is to assume that most people think and act as we do.
 
Manyeducators suffer from this malady. They have experienced the baccalaureate-

degree program and therefore expect everyone to have a similar experience. The great
 
debate about educationalexcellence in the recent past is one-sided opinions ofwell-

meaning individuals and groups who have little, ifany,contact with non-college bound
 
America. It is time technicaland vocationalleadersjoin in the debate as representatives
 
ofthe neglected majority ofstudents who deserve the dignity and satisfaction from
 
their life's work.
 
Goodlad and his researchers(Goodlad,J., 1984)found that when the schoolsthey
 
studied wereforced to decide between academic college preparatory priorities and
 
vocationaleducation,including the allocation ofresources,theformer won out. This
 
was true in spite ofthefact that non-coUege bound students outnumbered their higher
 
education peers three to one! These same researchersfound less qualified teachers
 
were assigned vocationalcoursesand perhaps most strikingly,is the less-than-desirable
 
stigma placed on vocationalprogramsin a great majority ofthe schools studied.
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Goodlad suggests that one way ofeliminating the stigma ofvocational education would
 
be to make it a requirementfor a generaleducation much like English or social studies.
 
TRADITIONALCURRICULUM OFJUNIORHIGHPROGRAMS
 
The nagging problem ofwhatshould constitute the curriculum ofvocational
 
education courses at the middle schoollevelremains.Indeed,a much more relevant
 
question is what,ifany,vocational or career education classes would be offered middle
 
schoolstudents,which would provide a basisfor their future. Certainly,that question
 
has not been evident in past vocational offerings to middle schoolstudents. Whatif
 
any vocationalcourses should be offered at aU is a bigger question.
 
During the transition fromjunior high schools to middle schools, vocational
 
education courses were eliminatedfor ^veralreasons. Shop and homemaking classes,
 
it wasfelt, had no place in the middle school In the California middle school
 
movementofthe 1980's,vocationaleducation wasignored altogether(California State
 
Department ofEducation, 1986). Many middle schooladvocates felt that middle
 
schools should resemble the elementary schools' philosophy ofexploratory courses
 
rather than technicaltraining, which is what vocationalcourses at thejunior high level
 
had become.
 
In Goodlad'sstudy ofthe 1980's hefoundjunior high school vocationalcourses
 
were oriented to providing courseslabeled as"life skills"(Goodlad,J., 1984).The
 
junior high schools he and his team studied had coursesin Homemaking,Domestic Arts
 
and Woodshop. Such subjects dominated vocational offerings. Heand histeam found
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these programs were being phased outfor lack ofrelevance,student disinterest and
 
cost to the school budget.
 
Unfortunately,while traditional vocational programs were being eliminated, nothing
 
was being advanced to replace them that metthe needsfor the non-college-bound
 
student.
 
In 1983,the NationalCommittee on Excellence in Education released A Nation at
 
Risk". The message ofthat document was that students were not mastering a
 
challenging academic curriculum in the elementary and secondary schools andjunior
 
high and middle schools were not prepared to pick up the slack and teach the skills
 
students were lacking. This was truefor two reasons. First,manyteachers at the
 
middle schoollevelconsidered themselves"secondary school"teachers who had been
 
trained in subject matter butnotin methods ofteaching. Second,it was assumed,often
 
falsely,that students would and could function at their designated grade levels,which
 
wasreflected in the teaching materials and the curriculum.Asa result students were
 
graduating withoutthe knowledgeand skills they needed to live fiilfdling and
 
productive lives.
 
Sixteen years after"A Nation at Risk," many"reforms"have been tried,and small
 
improvements have been made. But,the nature ofthe problem still exists. Far too
 
many students are graduating without appropriate skills necessary to get goodjobs
 
(Krusemark,D.,1983). The attempts to provide pre-vocationaltraining has not
 
worked,because the training students receive does not resemble the necessary on-the­
job skills in the working world.
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SCHOOL-TO-WORKMOVEMENTHISTORY AND RATIONALE
 
In 1994,Thefederal School-to-Work Opportunities Act was passed. With its
 
passage came a vision that could shape the future ofeducation that would provide a
 
promising future for American youth by expanding career optionsfor all young people,
 
including those with disabilities.
 
The school-to-work movement began at a time when many non-coUege-bound
 
students were falling through the cracks. Students were often poorly prepared,or not
 
prepared at all,for thejobs that existed. In addition there was not,and still is not(in
 
mostcases),a program that enables students' to transition from schoolto work. Asa
 
result, most are left to their own devices. The effect on the individualis often
 
devastating and theeconomic resultsfor our society are wasteful,at best. The
 
situation is much worse when the student is poor,a minority,or aschooldropout
 
(Bergman,Knuth,&Law,1992).
 
During the first three-fourths ofthis century,the United States dominated the
 
world's markets dueto systems oftechnology and mass production. Hardly any major
 
product wasn't produced in America. Thatis rapidly changing. Other countries have
 
become industrialized and are competing with the United States in producing assembly-

type goods. Indeed,the majority ofthese goods and products sold in the United States
 
are made assembled elsewhere.
 
Todayin our country,the traditionallabor driven industries are being replaced with
 
the information and high technology workplaces where workers are expected to be
 
highly-skilled and subject to continuous innovation.
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Acquiring the skills necessary for onejob is not enough. Workers are expected to
 
adapt to new technology.Our educational goals mustinclude giving individuals
 
economic options which means we must prepare our young people for various types of
 
jobs which requires a totally different set ofskills than formerly wasthe case when
 
vocationaleducation courses prepared studentsfor such careers as carpentry or auto
 
repair. Students need the knowledge and skills necessaryfor higher skilled jobs.
 
Educators mustfmd better ways to prepare young peoplefor this newjob market.
 
They need to improve the transition from schoolto work by ensuring that students
 
graduate with the skills and knowledge they need to not only get and hold ajob in this
 
complexjob market,but also the ability to complete additionaltrmning that is certain to
 
be	required on thejob(Bergman,Knuth,&Law,1992).
 
This means that schools must provide for all, what wasformerly available to only
 
some. Atatime when economic trends are calling for highly skilled workers,it is
 
imperative that allstudents have access to the education and training they will need to
 
holdjobs that provide income necessary to supportthemselves and theirfamihes
 
(Bergman,Knuth,&Law,1992).New and different approachesthatfocuson bridging
 
the gap between schooland work must become part ofthe education agenda.
 
"Some schools are creating "CareerPaths" which prescribe a sequence ofacademic
 
and vocationalcourses designed to provide students with a rigorous set ofcore
 
academic courses while exposing them to a particular career or set ofcareers."These
 
paths are typically organized along broad occupationallives,such as health care or
 
engineering technology. Still other schools are creating schools-within-a-school, which
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allow students to focus on a particular occupation for most oftheir school years.
 
These programs are created to match localjob conditions and opportunities and they
 
are designed to prepare students to enter that field after graduation.
 
These and other preparatory steps are necessaryfor schools ifthe students they serve
 
will be prepared for the world ofwork they will enter. There is a growing consensus
 
that employees must be better educated and trained to function effectively in
 
tomorrow's workplace. Productive work places will befundamentally different than
 
those oftoday. In large firms,inefficient bureaucracies will be replaced by flat,
 
decentralized,flexible,organization structures, with manyincreasinglycomplex
 
decisions made byfront-line workers.
 
Workers wiH have to depend increasingly on their ownjudgment to make decisions,
 
which can naturally impact the success ofthe companyfor which they work. Smaller
 
businesses will also change. Increasingly,workers will have to demonstrate their ability
 
to identify and solve problems;to be more responsive to client needs,to communicate
 
effectively,to assumeincreasing responsibility,to work in teams and to continuously
 
upgrade their knowledge and skill. School-to-Work programs can naturally improve
 
the earning prospects ofaU students,improve communities byreducing unemployment
 
and broaden our nationaleconomic base.
 
To achieve this program's effectiveness,employers,schools and the community asa
 
whole,must become partners in thejoint effort to improve the preparation of
 
tomorrow's workforce.Thisis important because at present,mostemployers pay little
 
attention to school performance and theyignore grades or teachers recommendations.
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Even worse,most businesses have little or no contact with the school. Conversely,
 
schools all too frequently have ignored the part oftheir curriculum that should prepare
 
youngstersfor the world ofwork. Again,schools tend to focus the vast bulk oftheir
 
resources on college preparation even though only an average of25% oftheir students
 
willcomplete college.
 
The time is right for theformation ofpartnerships between businesses,school,and
 
the community with each partner engaged in the same goalofdevising a means
 
wherebystudents can transition from the classroom to thejob site with little disruption
 
(California State Department ofEducation, 1991).
 
For the schools part,they mustfocus on a clear vision oftheir desired outcome
 
whatstudentsknow and are able to do when theyleave school To achieve their
 
vision,schools should begin with a clear understanding ofthe skills necessaryfor
 
success in various careers. Who bettdr equipped to provide that information than the
 
employers who will ultimately be in a position to accept or reject whatthe schools
 
produce?
 
SCHOOL-TO-CAREERPROGRAMSAND ACnVlTIES
 
The California Department has taken the leadership in promoting schools-to-career
 
programs and methods. In their 1993 pubUcation on this subject,this publication
 
suggests programs and activities, which the departmentcompiled from pUot programs
 
in the states' schools(California State DepartmentofEducation, 1993).
 
Schoolmayselect from the list ofprograms those that suit their needs.
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• Guided Study Tours
 
These on-site visits by students and teachers provide and opportunity to see first
 
hand the type oftasksinvolved in various careers. These tours may also involve
 
' ■ ■ ■. ' ■ ■■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ • " ■ \ 
interviews with employees from a variety of positions. In addition, trips could be 
planned to specific companies inkeeping with individual students' interest. 
• Mentoring 
Mentors are essentially career-related "big brothers and sisters" who relate one-on­
one, or in small groups, to students. The mentor is a professional role model or 
resource with which to share insight and a contact that is knowledgeable about industry 
occupations. Activities may include bringing a student to the workplace, providing 
personal tours of various departments, and discussing the student's career plans and 
related training needs. 
• Community Classrooms 
Community classrooms allow unpaid, on-the-job training experience at business, 
industry, and public agency sites to assist students in acquiring those competencies 
necessary to acquire entry-level employment. 
• Cooperative VocationalEducation 
This program is similar to community classrooms, but involves paid work 
experience tied to classroom instruction. The training is scheduled to meet the 
objectives of an individualized training plan developed by the classroom. There is 
ongoing classroom instruction that is related to the worksite placement. 
• Work Experience 
■	 L ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■ 
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At its most basic level, work experience may simply involve a student having ajob
 
usually unrelated to any classes or coursework.
 
• Cooperative Education
 
When workplace positions are linked to instruction in the school,the result is
 
"Cooperative Education." Research has consistently shown these positions to be
 
more effective than those unrelated to schoolinstruction. Itis always preferable to
 
have workplace positions carefully supervised,and to have strong linkages between
 
teachers andjob supervisors.
 
• Youth Apprenticeships
 
Another workplace learning experience is that associated with youth
 
apprenticeships. These programs build on thelong documented success ofsuch
 
programs dating back to sixteenth centuryEurope which often involved young people
 
learning a trade at the side ofaclose relative.
 
• Internships
 
In this program,which is often moreformalthan the previousexamples,students
 
work for an employerto learn abouta particular industry or occupation. Students
 
workplace activities mayinclude special projects,a sample oftasksfrom different
 
jobs,or tasksfrom a single occupation. They may or may notinclude paid work
 
experiences.
 
• School-Based Enterprises
 
School-based-enterprises are defined asin-housework experience,sponsored or
 
conducted by a school. These programsengage a group ofstudentsin providmg
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 services or producing goodsfor sale or use to others. Such examplesinclude student
 
stores,a baby-sitting service, yard work and domestic cleaning.
 
• Career Paths
 
The purpose ofthis program is to help studentsfeelconnected to the school,to
 
offer a more personalized approach to their learning,and to support students arid
 
teacher working together on curriculum. In this program,requirements and necessary
 
skills are integrated into their everyday curriculum. Thisis at the heart ofthe school­
to-career movement.
 
Note: It is understood thatfor safety and liability issues,some ofthese programs will
 
exclude middle schoolstudentsfrom participating. However,many ofthe programs
 
listed can be useful at the middle schoolleveland some otherscan be scaled back to
 
meetthis age ofstudents'maturity.
 
SUMMARY
 
Theliterature on Sehool-to-Work is plentifuland it is consistent in its findings.
 
Schools can and should make the transitionfrom schoolto the working world and
 
easystep for students who plan to enter a career rather than college upon graduation
 
from high school(The California State DepartmentofEducation, 1993).
 
In order for that to occur however,schools must play an increasingly active role.
 
Students must be exposed to the varied career opportunities while they are in then-

middle school years. Thisexposure mustinclude a curriculum that integratescareer
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opportunities and skills with traditional required courses. In addition,students at this
 
age must be given the opportunity to experience career choices by first-hand
 
experiences.
 
Up untilnow schools have spent a disproportionate amountoftheir resources on
 
programsfor the college-bound students. The neglected majority ofpupils whose
 
formaleducation terminates upon graduation have been,for the most part,
 
shortchanged.The time for change is now.
 
In addition to the indignity ofattempting to earn a living with no marketable skills,
 
unskilled workers become a burden,not only to themselves,but also to our society as
 
a whole.
 
It is imperative that schools begin immediately to work with businesses and
 
communityleaders to meet this challenge. Schoolscan no longer be aloofto the
 
economic and social problems ofthe neglected young people thatcome firom the lack
 
ofmarketable skills and career opportunities.
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CHAPTERTHREE
 
PROJECTPLAN
 
Our plan is to create a school-to-career curriculum Specifically designed for
 
middle grade students with special needs. The ration^efor this project is to give
 
students with special needs an exciting experience in school where they can find
 
success. Mostofthese students get discouraged and tend to find school purposeless
 
and unfulfilling. Hopefully,this curriculum willlead to options ofcareer opportunities
 
and life-long fulfillment. Solely modi^g the core curriculum does notseem to be
 
meeting their needs. They need tp learn skills that will benefit them in their future lives.
 
It is not realistic to assume that all ofour students willend up attending college,so we
 
want to prepare them for their future. Since oiir students are notfamihar with the
 
variety ofjobs available to them,we would like to give them different opportunities.
 
This project is important since these students are the most at risk ofdropping
 
out ofschooldue to discouragement and repeated failures. Byfocusing much oftheir
 
academic experience around careers and career preparation it is hoped that these
 
students willfind purpose in school This,in turn,may result in successes that are new
 
to them. Further,by succeeding,it is believed they will become more willing to accept
 
the challengesin the classroom and beyond.
 
School-to-career curriculum was welldescribed in"Life Beyond the
 
Classroom"(Wehman,P., 1996). Hefeels that the education and employment of
 
young adults with disabilities in the United States must remain aleading priority.
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The career education ofindividuals with disabilities is essentialfor their
 
adjustment into adulthood and for their rightful place in their communities. Without an
 
education thatfocuses on the development ofpersonalcompetence,life skills,and
 
employment opportunities, young adults with disabilities are greatly handicapped in the
 
complex modem society in which we live(Wehman,1996).It is therefore essentialthat
 
pupils,beginning in their middle school years,be taught real-life skills and the means to
 
transition from the classroom to the work place with minimum adjustments.
 
In other related literature wefound that the non-college bound students are not
 
properly educated for thejobsthat are available to them. In today's workplace thejobs
 
have shifted fi-om basic knowledge skills to technological skills. Preparing studentsfor
 
one type ofjob is not enough in today's world;we need to prepare studentsfor various
 
types ofjobs(Law,Knuth,Bergman,1992).
 
We are expecting to accomplish many things through our project. A school-to-

Work program willbecome part ofthe curriculum for allspecialeducation students.
 
We willintroduce our students to a variety ofcareer options and information. We
 
anticipate that by gaining career knowledge the students willtake an active role in their
 
IndividualEducation Plans,IndividualTransition Plans,and in their future or in their
 
lives.
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COMPONENTS
 
Job Planning
 
Includes severallessons on researching careers and personal career interests.
 
The students will be expected to fill outchecklists, worksheets,write a paragraph,use
 
aKWLchart(a chart on any topic using these headings: K-knowninformation,W-

wantto know,and L-leamed),and write a career report as a culminating activity.
 
(Refer to Appendix A)
 
The Learning Style lessons students willidentify their skills,strengths,learning
 
styles,and accommodationsfor their learning styles. The"Skills and Strength
 
Checklist" has the students checking for employability skills, people skills, and then-

talents and abilities.
 
The'*Whatis your Learning Style"lesson is a checklistto find out what way the
 
students learn best.It willinform the students ifthey are a kinesthetic, auditory,or
 
visuallearner.
 
"Learning Style Characteristics and Accommodations"lesson is a checklist that
 
explains the learning style and classroom accommodations to help that type oflearner.
 
The"WhatEmployers Look for When Hiring"lesson hasthe students
 
discussing and identifying important skills that employerslook for when hiring new
 
employees. Nextthe students willfill outa web that acts as a paragraph outline.
 
"Career Interests and Occupations"is a checklist,list ofjobs,KWLchart,and a
 
career report to introduce the students to possible career ideasfor their future. The
 
checklist is a list ofactivities that the students enjoy. A list ofoccupations goes along
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with the checklist to show them someofthe manyjobs available. Then the students
 
choose three occupations from the list that interests them and completes aKWLchart
 
on those Careers. The final activity isfor the students to research their three career
 
choicesfrom the KWLchart and to writea report on each one.
 
Finding A Job
 
Our second strand is Finding a Job. Thisstrand includeslessons on where to
 
find employment. The students will belearning about advertisements,networking,
 
want ads,and business card designing.(Refer to Appendix B)
 
The"Interpreting Want Ads"lessons have the students reading examples ofjob
 
advertisements and interpreting the abbreviations used. Studentslocate the"Help
 
Wanted"section ofthe newspaper and find two advertisements forjobs ofinterest to
 
the student. The students wiU then list thejob title, description,experience needed,and
 
salary. Included in this lesson is a sheet ofabbreviations commonlyused in the want
 
ads. As a test for understanding the students mustinterpret samples ofwant adson a
 
ready-made worksheet.
 
The"Writing a Want Ad"lesson has the students writing a want ad utilizing
 
their interpreting want-ad skills. The students willcreate an advertisementfor a career
 
oftheir choice. The students can then,ifthe teacherchooses,make aclass wantad to
 
go on a buUetin board.
 
The nextlesson"Business Cards"has the students design their own business
 
card. When designing their card the students need to design alogo and list personal
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data.The students will then makea list ofpeople to give the cards to. The students
 
will write a sample dialog ofwhat to say to the people who receive their cards.
 
The last lesson in this strand is on"Networking". The students willidentify
 
people who can be ofsupport or assistance when trying to locate ajob. The students
 
will then use those namesto make a network directory. The students will choose one
 
ofthe peoplefrom their network directory and write a paragraph explaining whythey
 
would be a gooid contact wheplooking for ajob.
 
Job Applications
 
Our third strand is onjob applications. It willinclude severallessons on the
 
basic information needed to fill out ajob application. The lessons are on personal
 
references, personalinformation,letter writing,resume writing,and sample
 
applications.(Refer to Appendix C)
 
The"PersonalReferences"lesson wiU have the students listing three references
 
ofpeople theyknow.The students wiU have to list people theyknow wellthat are not
 
related to them. They willfill out a worksheet listing the reference name,address,
 
occupation,phone number,and relationship.
 
The"PersonalInformation"lesson has the students filling out personal data.
 
The students must list their name,address,previous address,phone number,social
 
security number,and gender. The students must also list education information. This
 
includes schools attended fi*om grade schoolto the present.
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Job Interviews
 
Thejob interviews strand is our fourth strand. It willinclude severallessons on
 
preparing the studentsfor ajob interview. The students willlearn the proper wayto
 
shake hands and make proper introductions,read and answersamplejob interview
 
questions,read and discuss ways to make afavorable impression on an employer,and a
 
check list to identify areasthat need improvementfor ajob interview.(Refer to
 
AppendixD)
 
The"Introductions"lesson hasstudents learning the proper wayto shake
 
hands,as well as learning various waysofmaking proper introductions.They will
 
discuss severalsettings where students might be introduced or they may need to make
 
the introductions. The students will practice shaking hands and making introductions
 
until theyfeelcomfortable with both skills.
 
The"Preparing For an Interview"lesson is to inform studentshow to make a
 
favorable impression on the employer. Students will read and discussinformation
 
aboutinterview preparation,personalappearance,the interview,testing,and
 
information to bring to an interview.
 
The"Job Interview Questions"lesson is a worksheet containing sample
 
questions that may be asked at ajob interview. The students will read,discuss and
 
write appropriate answersfor each question.AfoUow-up lesson willinclude a mock
 
interview with the teacher.
 
The"Job Interview Preparation Checklist"lesson is achecklist for the students
 
to find out ifthey are prepared for ajob interview. The students read several
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statements and decide ifthey are doing wellin that area,need someimprovement,or if
 
a lot ofimprovementis needed. Ifimprovementis needed,the student will write a
 
good method to improve in that area.
 
Keeping A Job
 
Our fifth strand is on keeping ajob. It willinclude lessons on information and
 
skills necessary to keep ajob. The lessons will be on positive attitudes,losing ajob,
 
and taking messages.(Refer to Appendix E)
 
The"Positive Attitude"lesson will have students learning appropriate responses
 
aboutincidents that could occur on ajob. Thestudents will read about a situation on a
 
job,identify positive and negative remarks,and state the appropriate response to each
 
incident.
 
The"Losing a Job"lesson has the students identifying problems that would
 
cause people to get fired from ajob. The students will have a class discussion on
 
problems that might occur when people getfired fi-om ajob. Next,the students will
 
read and discuss a checklist,and check aUthe problem areas theyfeel would be reasons
 
for getting fired from ajob.
 
The'Taking Messages"lesson will have the students taking and writing
 
messages. The students willlearn the proper wayto take phone messages as will as
 
leam how to write a clear a message. The students will discuss and list information
 
that is needed when taking a message. They will also discuss theimportance ofwriting
 
the message down. They will practice taking messages over the phone orsimulated
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activities,then they will write a clear message ona message pad ora worksheet.
 
Testing for understanding the students read a paragraph about an imaginary phone
 
conversation and write a clear messagefor each using differentformats ofmessage pad
 
layouts.
 
VocationalMath
 
Vocational math is our sixth and final strand. This strand deals with math
 
involved in having ajob. It willincorporate checking accounts,savings accounts,
 
ATM machines,timecards,figuring wages,and budgets.(Refer to Appendix F)
 
The"Understanding Checks"lesson has the students looking at a samplecheck.
 
Allthe differentitemsfound on acheck are explained. The students will answer
 
questions about a completed check.
 
The"Writing Checks"lesson is to teach students the rules ofcheck writing.
 
The students will write examples ofamountsofmoney thatcan befound on acheck.
 
The"Filling OutChecks"lesson shows the students how to properly fill out a
 
check. The students will be expected to fill outchecks using specified amounts. The
 
students will need to add in their own address and signature to each check.
 
The"Checkbook Register"lesson willteach the students the basic components
 
ofacheckbook register. The students willlearn how to keep a running balance in the
 
checkbook register. The students willlearn to write in check and depositinformation.
 
The"Savings Account-Deposit"lesson willteach the students about savings
 
accounts. The students will learn what type ofinformation goes on a deposit slip. The
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students will fill out examples ofdeposit slips on the worksheet.
 
The"Automated Teller Machine"lesson willteach students how to use an
 
ATM machine. The students willlearn what an ATM is used for. The students will
 
find but how to get an ATM card. The students willleam the basic steps to make an
 
ATM trarisaction. Thestudents willleam about the parts ofa transaction record.
 
The'Timecard"lesson showsstudents whatatime card is. The students will
 
leam the relevance ofkeeping a time card. The students willfillin hours worked and
 
total hourson sample timecards.
 
The"Figuring Wages"lesson willshow the students how much moneythey will
 
eam for the number ofhours worked. Thestudents will be given examples ofhourly
 
wages and be expected to compute moneyeamed. The students willleam how to
 
figure out weekly,monthly,and yearly wages.
 
The''Budgets"lesson will teach the students theimportance ofkeeping a
 
budget. Thestudents will be given examples ofbudgetsand monthly expenditures.
 
Students willfigure out budgetsfor living with people and/or independently.
 
Additional Activities
 
In this appendix weincluded certain items that are importantin school-to­
careers, but do not necessarily need alesson plan. Included are such forms as parent
 
letters,interview forms,observation sheet,interest inventory,network organizer,a
 
sampleresume,a work permitlesson,and a personalinformation sheet.I^tly,the
 
students will be given sample copies ofapplications fi-om local employers. The
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students will need to use the infomiation gathered from past lessons to fill out these
 
applications. (Refer to Appendix G)
 
STAFFDEVELOPMENT
 
Since we have created a school-to-career curriculum designed for middle grades
 
students with special needs weintend to meet with all middle grade specialeducatorsin
 
our district. We willconduct this meeting during the first week ofschoolin September
 
after schoolin one 3-hour session. The teachers will provide input and
 
recbmmendations regarding the curriculum. Each teacher wiU be given his or her own
 
copy ofthe school-to-career curriculum. We willconductafollow-up meeting in
 
January to further discuss recommendations on how to improve our curriculum and
 
incorporate with the core curriculum.
 
COMMUNITY ANDPARENTALSUPPORT
 
To help aid our school-to-career curriculum we intend to have the parents and
 
community actively involved. We willinvite localcommunityleaders,parents,and
 
business owners to our classrooms to speak to our students. The students will be
 
expected to interview guest speakers about their careers. We will take studentsfor
 
tours oflocal businesses to introduce them to the localjob market. After touring some
 
facilities we willteach the studentslessons about careers on site.
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CHAPTERFOUR
 
SCHOOL-TO-CAREERCURRICULUM
 
PROGRAMEVALUATION
 
Assessment ofthe school-to-career curriculum will be measured in three ways.
 
The first and most important assessmentis that ofstudent progress and interest.
 
Students willkeep a portfolio ofwork samples and career inventories they have taken.
 
The second assessment will be provided in January when we have afollow-up meeting
 
ofhow successful the curriculum has been. The teachers wiU be able to provide insight
 
and ideas that can be used to improve the curriculum. The third assessmentis a survey
 
to be filled out by teachers,parents,and community guest speakers.
 
SCHOOL-TO-CAREERCURRICULUM GOALS
 
The school-to-career curriculum objectives for middle schoolstudents with
 
special needs help these students meeta variety oflife-long goals. TheIDEAlaw
 
requires that allstudents with special needs,age 14and older, must have a transition
 
plan made along with theirlEP. This plan requires the students to start contemplating
 
possible career and independent living situations. The school-to-career curriculum will
 
build their skills while using the following techniques:
 
• Read and answer comprehension questions
 
• Usea variety ofchecklists and worksheets
 
• Use ofdifferent writing skills- sentences,paragraphs,letters,
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resumes,and reports
 
• Use aKWLchart- what the student knows,wants to learn, and
 
whatis learned
 
Learning to researching topics
 
Participating in group discussions
 
Learning how to interview people
 
Being able to utilize a newspaper
 
Learn to design businesscard
 
Identify people to support yourjob search
 
Memorize and be able to write personal data
 
Leam how to file outforms and applications
 
Learn to properlyintroduce people
 
Preparing for an interview
 
How to maintain a positive attitude
 
Taking phone messages
 
Writing checks
 
Balancing acheckbook
 
Depositing moneyin a savings account
 
Learning to use ATM machines
 
How to keep a timecard
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 • Figuring wagesfor hours worked
 
• How to budget money
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CALENDAR 1999-2000
 
SEPTEMBER
 
OCTOBER
 
NOVEMBER
 
DECEMBER
 
JANUARY
 
FEBRUARY
 
MARCH
 
APRIL
 
MAY
 
JUNE
 
1999-2000School Year
 
Prepare Teacher Curriculum Packets
 
Conduct3HourInservice
 
Job Planning Strand
 
JobPlanning Strand Continued
 
FindingA Job Strand
 
Job Applications Strand
 
Job Interviews Strand
 
KeepingA Job Strand
 
Vocational Math Strand
 
Vocational Math Strand Continued
 
Assessment/CareerReports
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RECOMMENDATIONS
 
The goalofthis school-to-career curriculum is to generate student interest and
 
knowledge about careers. Recommendations will be made to ensure a long-range
 
student success.
 
Teaching careers through the six strands as presented in this project has been
 
designed with students with special needs in mind. It isrecommended that we
 
coordinate ourlessons with the elementary and high schoolsso their skills attained wiU
 
help aid their transition.
 
Teachers will need to see the overalleffectiveness ofthe curriculum. Thiscan
 
be accomplished by student generated reports on their future career ofchoice. The
 
students wiU be assigned a report in the beginning ofthe school year,before the school­
to-work curriculum has been initiated. Then after implementation ofthe curriculum,in
 
June,the students will again be asked to write a report on their career field ofchoice.
 
Both reports wiU be putin the student's portfolio.
 
As the curriculum gains recognition,continued support,and sharing ofthe
 
success among staffmembers wiUfurther siipport and add to this curriculum.
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APPENDIX A: Job Planning
 
Job
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Learning Style
 
Objectives: Students willidentify their skills and strengths. 
Students willidentify the learning style that is bestfor them. 
Students willidentify their learning style characteristics and 
accommodations for their learning style. 
Materials: Skills and Strengths checklist. 
'Whatis Your Learning Style?'checklist. 
Learning Style Characteristics and Accommodations 
Procedure: Teacher leads a discussion on different learning styles,and reminds 
students that sometimes they have a preferred learning style. 
Teacher explains learning styles, (kinesthetic,auditory and visual) 
Teacher leads a discussion on why it might beimportant that we 
know our learning styles? How can we use this information? How 
does it relate tojobs/careers? 
Teacher and students read and complete 'Skills and Strengths' 
checklist. 
Teacher and students read and complete alearning style checklist. 
Teacher and students read,and complete'Learning Style 
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Characteristics and Accommodations'checklist.
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Name_
 
Date
 
What Are Your Interests?
 
Directions; Check any activities that you enjoy. After you have checked those you
 
like,circle the five in which you^e mostinterested.
 
□ Listen to music 
a Draw 
□ Play bail 
□ Talk on the phone 
□ Sell things 
□ Travel to new places 
□ Do a puzzle 
□ Swim 
□ Sing 
□ Play an instrument 
a Sew clothes or work on crafts 
□ Paint 
a Take pictures 
□ Visit friends 
□ Write a letter or a story 
□ Play with a small child 
□ Care for sick people 
a Work outdoors 
□ Fix things 
□ Take a walk or a hike 
□ Read 
□ Drive a car 
□ Collect things (stamps, coins, etc.) 
□ Cook 
□ Work on a computer 
□ Exercise 
a Meet new people 
a Clean the house 
□ Camp ina tent 
a Ride a bike 
□ Repair a car 
a Shop for bargains 
a Help an older person 
□ Take care of animals 
a Build things 
□ 
From ^'Preparing for theFuture" Riverside County Ofific5e ofEducaticm 
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Name
 
Date
 
My Skills and Strengths
 
Employability Skills
 
□ Igo for whatIwant □ Iget a lot of work done 
□ Iam good at whatIdo □ Iam honest 
□ Ido whatIsayIwill do □ Iam willing to leam 
□ Ido things onmy own □ Istick to the job 
□ Ihave a lot of energy □ Iam on time 
□ Ican easily 'switch gears' □ Ican solve problems 
□ Iwork hard □ Iget lots of work done 
□Hikebeingincharge □ Isee the positive side 
□ Iwant to do a good job □ Ikeep things inorder 
People Skills 
□ Icare for others □ Iam helpful 
□ Iam nice to be aroimd □ Ihave respect for others 
□ Iwatch for others feelings □ Others can count onme 
□ Iam easy to get along with □ Iwork well with others 
□ Iam positive with others □ Iam sincere 
□ lamfriendly □ Iam sensitive to feelings 
□ Iam a good listener □ Ihave a sense ofhumor 
□ Iam helpfijl □ Iam patient 
□ Idon't try to get attention □ Iam kind to others 
Talents and Abilities 
□ Iam artistic □ Icanrepair things easily 
□ Iam good at sports □ Icanperform or act 
□ Ican cook andbake □ Ican play music 
□ Icreate with ideas □ Ihave good computer skills 
□ ICreate withmetal □ Iam good at math 
□ Icreate with pictures □ Iam good with sales 
□ Icreate with wood □ Iam good withchildren 
□ Icreate with words □ Iam good withanimals 
□ Icreate with my hands □ lean design fashions 
From "P*reparing for theFuture" Riverside County Office ofEducation 
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Name
 
Date
 
Whatis YourLearning Stvle?
 
Kinesthetic/HandsOn 

□	 Iam veiy good at sports. 
□	 Iwouldrather work ona 
project than read about it. 
□ 	 Studying at a desk is not for 
me. 
□	 Idon't like to read 
directions.Irather just 
start doingit. 
□	 Ido notbecome easily lost. 
Eveninnew places. 
□	 Ithink better ifIam able to 
move around. 
□	 Iwork well withmy hands 
doing things such as 
puzzles or using tools. 
□	 Itend to use my fingers 
whenIam countinginmy 
head. 
□	 Ineed a lot ofbreaks when 
Iam studying. 
□ 	 BeforeIfollow directions, it 
helps me to see someone 
else do it first. 
TotalPoints: 
Auditory
 
□	 Ican remember the words 
to a song. 
□	 Iwouldrather listen to the 
teacher thanread a 
textbook. 
□	 Iunderstandhow to do 
somethingif someone 'tells' 
me. 
a	 Ioften talk to myself when 
Iam thinking. 
□ 	T like to participatein 
classroom discussions. 
□	 Iremember things more 
easily ifIrepeat them out 
loud. 
□ 	Ican concentrate on 
something evenifit is 
noisy. 
□ 	My written work doesn't 
look very neat to me. 
□ 	 My eyes get tired fast even 
thou^ they are okay. 
□	 It helps ifIuse my fingers 
as pointers whenreading. 
TotalPoints; 
Visual
 
□	 Iremember better ifI 
vmte things down. 
□	 Ilike to doodle or draw 
whenItake notes. 
□	 It helps me to look at a 
person when trying to 
listen. 
□	 Iam good at reading 
maps andcharts. 
□	 Iremember whatIsee 
better than whatIhear. 
□	 Ican remember people's 
faces more easily thanI 
canrecall their names. 
□	Ilike to work inquiet 
places. 
□	 It's hard for me to 
understand what 
someone is sayingif 
other people are talking 
aroundme­
□	 Ilike to look through 
magazines andread 
about thingsIam 
interestedin. 
TotalPoints: 
From "Preparing for theFuture" Riverside Coimty Office ofEducation 
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Name_
 
Date
 
Learmng Style Gharacteristics and Accommodations
 
Directions: Read through the characteristics ofeach learning style. Check any
 
ofthose thatdescribe yourlearning style. Next,read the accommodationsfor
 
each ipaming style and check the boxfor those that would help you do betterin
 
schoolor atwork.
 
Kinesthetic/Hands-OnLearning Style
 
CharacteristicsKinesthetic AccommodationsforKinesthetic
 
□ Enjoys projects/activities/sports □ Requests teachers that use group activities 
□ Has ahardtime sitting still □ Requests classes/jobs that let you move 
□ Likes to move around around 
□ Uses hands while talking □ Take frequentbreaks while studying 
□ Wouldrather do things thanread a Take notes when listening 
□ Talks to self while studying □ Request a demonstration of class or job 
tasls 
□ Tape record class lectures 
AuditoryLearning Style 
Characteristics of Auditory Accommodations for Auditory 
□ Enjoys talking a Ask to take oral exams 
□ Remembers from hearing □ Request oral directions 
□ Easily distracted □ Talk to yourself 
□ Likes to'listen'not read □ Tape recordinstructions/lectures 
□ Enjoys music □ Play music while studying 
□ Talks to self while studying □ Read aloud 
VisualLearning Style 
Characteristics of Visual Accommodations for Visual 
□ Likes to read □ Ask for 'written instructions' 
□ Doodles □ Use graphic organizers 
□ Remembers from seeing □ Use video tapes 
□ Has ahard time listening □ Takes notes 
□ Likes to 'observe' □ Formpictures inyour mindwhile 
□ Notices details studying 
□ Color code information 
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WhatEmployersLookForWhen Hiring
 
Objective: Students will identify,and be able to state important skills that
 
employerslook for when hiringnew employees.
 
Materials: Worksheet 'WhatEmployersLook For When Hiring New
 
Employees'.
 
Overhead transparency ofthe same worksheet.
 
Procedure: Teachers and/or students willread each skilllisted on the worksheet,
 
"whatEmployers Look for When Hiring".
 
Discusshow it relates to things they do,discuss whatit means,and
 
how the skills can beimproved at schoolor at home.
 
Examples: People,who work well with others,can be practiced
 
when working in cooperative groups.
 
Meeting deadlines,could be practiced by turning in
 
homework and assignmentson time.
 
Work Experience,students could get workexperience by
 
doing volunteer work,bea teacher's assistant, baby-sit,
 
mow lawns etc.
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Follow up: Studentscan keep this worksheet in their vocational/career
 
notebook or their portfolio.
 
Have students help put up a bulletin board with pictures ofjobs
 
and different skills,listed under the pictures.
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Date.
Name,
 
WhatEmployersLookFor When HiringNew Employees
 
Good customer service skills
 
People who work well with others
 
good calculator skills
 
Be able to follow instructions
 
Good hygiene
 
Work experience
 
Dress professionally
 
Eager to work
 
Be able to read and write
 
Know basic math skills
 
Pleasantattitude
 
Integrity
 
Academic background
 
Good listening skills
 
Know how to leam
 
Good interpersonal skills
 
Technology skills
 
Accountability
 
Havesome leadership skills
 
Flexibility -be able to pitch in where
 
needed
 
Meet deadlines
 
Honesty
 
Be dependable
 
Good People skills
 
Respect all levels if work
 
Basic computer skills
 
Be a team player
 
Eye Contact
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Career Interests and Occupations
 
Objectives: Students willidentify activities they enjoy.
 
Students willidentify three occupations they are interested in
 
exploring.
 
Students will write a 100 word report on three careers oftheir choice.
 
Materials: 'What Are YourInterests?' checklist
 
Video oncareers
 
Occupations worksheet.
 
Career Report worksheet
 
Exploring CareersKWLchart
 
Procedure: Students will be complete an interest inventory checklist.
 
Students will watch a video on careers.
 
Students will be given a list ofoccupations. The teacher wiU read and
 
lead a discussion on various occupations. Some ofthe skills
 
needed for the various occupationscan also be discussed.
 
Students willchoosethree careersto research,and fillin information
 
on the Career Report worksheet
 
OptionalInterest Inventories to choosefrom are included.
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OCCUPATIONS
 
Protective Services
 
•
 Security guard
 
• Police oflQcer 
.• Highway patrol oflScer 
'• Firefighter 
; •' ■ 911 operator/dispatcher 
•	 correction oflBcer
 
•
 health/regulatory
 
inspector
 
•	 sherifiPs deputy
 
•	 paramedic
 
Office/Clerical
 
receptionist
 
•
 secretary/administrative
 
assistant
 
•
 shipping/receiving clerk
 
•
 bookkeeper
 
. '# credit/collections clerk
 
•
 word processor operator
 
•
 file/mail clerk
 
•
 computer equipment
 
operator
 
•
 telephone operator
 
Sales and Trade
 
•	 retail store clerk
 
•
 telemarketer
 
•	 insurance agent
 
•
 automobile salesperson
 
sales-rout driver
 
•	 customer service
 
representative
 
•	 cashier
 
•	 stock clerk
 
•
 advertising/marketing
 
Name_
 
Date
 
Artand Design
 
•	fashiondesigner
 
•	 architect
 
•	 illustrator
 
•	jeweler
 
•	landscape designer
 
•	 floral designer
 
♦	 fineartist 
•	 industrial designer
 
Travel and Transportation
 
•	 pilot
 
•	 air traffic controller
 
•	 flight attendant
 
•	 reservation and ticket agent
 
•	 taxicab dispatcher
 
•	 long-distance truck driver
 
•	 travel agent
 
•	 bus driver
 
Mechanics and Repairers
 
•	 auto mechanic
 
•	 computer and business
 
machine mechanic
 
•	 heating/cooling systems
 
installer
 
•	 aircraft mechanic
 
•	 auto body worker
 
•	 small appliance repairer
 
•	 industrial machinery repairer
 
•	 general maintenance
 
mechanic
 
Food Services
 
•	Food server
 
•	Short order cook
 
•	Baker
 
•	Meatcutter/fishcutter
 
•	Chef
 
•	Restaurant manager
 
•	Kitchen helper
 
•	Dishwasher/busperson
 
•	Host/Hostess
 
Construction
 
•	Carpenter
 
•	Electrician
 
•	Concrete mason
 
•	Drywall installer
 
•	Painter/paperhanger
 
•	Plumber/pipefitter
 
•	 Sheet metal worker
 
•	Roofer
 
•	Tile contractor
 
•	Tile setter
 
Communications and
 
Entertainment
 
•	Photographer
 
•	Copy editor
 
•	Director
 
•	Musician
 
•	Broadcasttechnician
 
•	Actor
 
•	Newspaper reporter
 
•	Writer
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Health Services
 
• medical laboratory
 
assistant
 
• emergency medical
 
technician
 
• medical records
 
technician
 
•	registered nurse
 
•	medical oflBce assistant
 
•	respiratory therapist
 
•	dental assistant
 
• certified nursing
 
assistant
 
•	dietitian
 
•	veterinarian
 
Science and Technology
 
•	radiographer
 
•	EKGtechnician
 
•	Optician
 
•	Computer programmer
 
•	Engineering technician
 
•	Dentallab technician
 
•	Chemical technician
 
•	Photo lab technician
 
Farming,Fishing,and
 
Forestry
 
•	Forester
 
•	Park range
 
•	Farm manager
 
•	Cattle ranch hand
 
•	Fish farmer
 
•	Logger
 
•	Trapper
 
•	Commercial fisher
 
•	Cannery worker
 
Education and Training
 
•	 adult education teacher
 
•	recreation leader
 
•	secondary schoolteacher
 
•	industrial trainer
 
•	 elementary school teacher
 
•	librarian
 
•	sports coach
 
•	teacher aide
 
Hospitality and
 
Accommodations
 
•	parking garage attendant
 
•	hotel housekeeper
 
•	hotel manager
 
•	dining room attendant
 
•	bellman
 
•	meeting and event nianager
 
•	front desk clerk
 
•	laundry worker
 
Manufacturing and Production
 
•	printing press operator
 
•	tool and die maker
 
•	bindery worker
 
•	quality control inspector
 
•	production manager
 
•	production woodworker
 
•	machine tooljob setter
 
•	millwright
 
Building,Grounds,and
 
Home Services
 
•	 Glazier
 
•	Pest controller
 
•	Locksmith
 
•	Building custodian
 
•	 Groundskeeper
 
•	 Carpet cleaner
 
•	Household worker
 
•	Gardener
 
Social and Personal
 
Services
 
•	Cosmetologist
 
•	 Occupational
 
rehabilitation worker
 
•	Gerontology aide
 
•	Barber
 
•	Family counselor
 
•	 Social worker
 
•	Funeral director
 
•	 Exercise instructor
 
•	 Massagetherapy
 
Financial Services
 
•	Taxpreparer
 
•	Loan oflBcer
 
•	Payroll clerk
 
•	 Credit union manager
 
•	Bankteller
 
•	New accounts clerk
 
•	 Statement clerk
 
•	 Auditor
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CareerReport 
Name_ 
Date. 
Job Tide 
Job Description 
Working Conditions. 
Education andTrainin|L. 
Subjects toStudy. 
Interviews_____ 
Related Jobs. 
Earnings. 
Job Outlook. 
Other CareerInterests. 
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Name.
 
Date
 
ExploringCareers KWLChart
 
You are beginning a search ofcareer possibilities, Write whatyou know
 
aboutthree careers thatinterest you.
 
WhatIWanttofind out WhatI Learned
Career What1Know abootthe career
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APPENDIX B: Finding A Job
 
Finding A Job
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Networtdng
 
Objectives: 	 Students willidentify people thatcan be ofsupportor assistance
 
when trying tolocate ajob.
 
Students willmakeanetwork directory.
 
Students willwrite aparagraph stating whyoneofthe people listed
 
on their network directory willbeagood contact,when they are
 
lookingforajob.
 
Materials: 	 Makinga Networking Directoiy worksheet
 
Anexampleofa graphic organizer usinganoverhead
 
transparency.
 
Proceduies: 	Teacher gives examplesand e35)lains whatnetworking is.
 
(Knowingsomeonewhois involved in the careerthatyou are
 
interested in,or knowingsomeonethatknowssomeone else in that
 
career.)
 
Students tellaboutexamples where people have helped tiiem with
 
somethingthey wereinterested in. (playing sports,scouts,dubs,
 
movies,tickets toagame,etc.)
 
Guided
 
Practice: 	 Students makealist ofthe peopletheyknow.(Relatives,teachers,
 
administrators,relatives'friendsor peopletheyknow,etc.)
 
They may needtotake ithomeand have their parents help supply
 
the namesofrelativesand peoplethatwouldbeagoodsupportfor
 
them. Students makeaNetwork Directory with names,addresses
 
and phoneleads. Students chooseonenamefrom their listand
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write whythatperson would be agood contactwhen they are
 
lookingforajob.
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L 
Name_
 
Date
 
NetworkDirectory
 
A.	 Makealist ofpeople youcan contact when youarelookuigforajob. Write
 
everyonethatcan beofhelpto you. Include anyleadsthey maygive you.
 
Leads
Name Address	 Phone
 
4.
 
L.
 
B. 	 Chooseanamefrom yourlist,and write whythis person wouldheagood
 
contact when you arelookingforajob?
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 Interpreting WantAds
 
Objective: Students will locate the 'Help Wanted/Job Offers'section in the 
newspaper. 
Students willread examples ofjob advertisements and interpret 
1 abbreviations used. 
Students wiUfind twojob advertisements and list information 
i about thejobs,Le.salary, job requirements,skill level, 
i experience,education background etc. 
Materials: Classified sections ofthe newspaper 
Classified Ads worksheet 
i Interpreting 'Want Ads'worksheet 
Abbreviation chart or an overhead transparency 
Procedure: Teacher reviews places to look forjobs, (employment agency, 
work sites,newspaper etc.) 
Discuss classified ads section pointing outthe information that is 
sometimes included in an advertisement. Talk about a 
abbreviations and whythey are used. 
Modelfmding the classified ads/help wanted section in the 
newspaper. 
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Guided Practice: In cooperative groupsoftwo,students find classified and job
 
offer sections while teacher monitors.
 
Each student finds twojobs oftheir choice to use with then-

worksheet. (preferably ajob they wouldn't mind having)
 
Studentscomplete worksheet by gluing or taping on ads and
 
writing information aboutthejob to the right oftheir ad.
 
Students may use the abbreviation chart to interpret the
 
abbreviations in the ads.
 
Follow-up: Students will do thesame with the example ads worksheet.
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Name_
 
Date
 
WANTADS
 
Directioiis: Read each adbelow. Write the ad using complete words,do not
 
use abbreviations. Ifyou need help use the abbreviation chart.
 
Salesperson
 
ForTargetStores. Palm Desert. P/T $7/hr. Noexp.req.Good Benefits. Call
 
for an appt.888-3333.
 
Receptionist
 
2yrs exp.prefd. Types40wpm. Fax resumesto878-3434or callforan appt.
 
989-3435.Salary based on yrs.Exp.
 
TruckDriver
 
F/T $9/hr. musthave gd.Driving record. Good benefits. Callbet.9-5pm for
 
appt.898-9090.Refsreq.
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 Name_
 
Date_
 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
 
PracticePage Directions:
 
1. Finawoailsftomthedassiaedseclionottheiiewspaiierthatadvettiseajoli.
 
2. Tapeorgloathe adsinthe spaces provided,andflBtatheinfOmationattherightusing
 
your ad.
 
Help Wanted/Job Offered
 
Job Title.
 
Job Description.
 
Previous experience,degree
 
or alicense needed.
 
Yes ^No
 
Salary
 
Help Wanted/Job Offered
 
Job Title.
 
Job Description.
 
Previous experience,degree
 
or alicense needed?
 
v.
 
Yes No.
 
Salary ______
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AbbreviationsforInterpretiiig WantAds
 
Adm.asst Administrative assistant(officejob
 
and is similar to a secretary position)
 
CO Company
 
B.A./B.S ..... Bachelor ofArts/Bachelor ofScience
 
(four year college degree)
 
appt. Appointment
 
emp.agy... Employmentagency
 
EOE. EqualOpportunityEmployer
 
exp.nec Experience necessary
 
exp. pref. Experience preferred
 
exp.req............ Experience required
 
F/T... .:. Full-time
 
mgr Manager
 
temp Temporary
 
Perm Permanent
 
P/T Part-time
 
Refs.. References
 
NS. Non-smoker
 
W/P Word processing
 
wpm Wordsper minute
 
$10K-$16K $10,000to $16,000 per year
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Writing aWantAd
 
Objectives: The students will identify what makesa good and effective
 
advertisement.
 
Students should create an advertisementfor a career oftheir choice and
 
list qualities employers are looking for in employees.
 
Materials: Overhead transparency
 
Samples ofClassified Ads
 
Writing an Ad Worksheet
 
Construction paper
 
Procedure: 1. Review qualities thatemployers are looking for in employees. Start
 
by writing student generated responses on the overhead to give
 
students ideas. Some qualities you might wantto focus on is
 
education,work habits,good communication skills,listening and
 
experience etc.
 
2. Show students samples ofclassified ads and discuss the differences.
 
Explain that a classified ad is a description ofwhatan employer is
 
looking for. Identify what characteristics the ad might have,such as pay,
 
hours,benefits,etc.
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3. Have students create their own classified ads based on a career
 
interest they may have. Provide them withenough information to get
 
started.
 
4. 	Hand out construction paper for students to mount their ads on,for
 
display.
 
Follow-up: Create a bulletin board for Classified Ads. The board can be designed
 
to resemble a newspaper. The headline can read "Classified Ads.
 
Students then read the classified ads and write a letter ofresponse to
 
two or morejobs they may be interested in.
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Name_
 
Date
 
EmploymentOpportunities
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Business Cards and
 
Networkingfor Jobs
 
Objectives: Students will design a business card.
 
Students will list people to whom they could give the card.
 
Students will write a sample dialogue for those who receive their
 
cards.
 
Materials: 	 Networking forjobs worksheet
 
3x5 cardsfor practice making a businesscard
 
overhead transparency ofexamples ofbusiness cards and/or real
 
business cards
 
examples ofinformation needed on business cards
 
Procedure: 1. Teacher leads discussion ofhow and why business cards are used.
 
Talk about who to give business cards to,and the advantages ofusing
 
businesscards. Give examples ofwhat people say when they give
 
someone their card.
 
2. Students design a business card on a3x5 card,using examples
 
that is given on an overhead transparency or actual business cards.
 
3. Students make a list ofwhom they could give their business card.
 
5. Students write a paragraph about what they would say to these
 
people receiving their cards.
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Name.
 
Date.
 
Business Card
 
Design a business card with an appropriate logo or design. Include your name,
 
address,phone number,fax number and/or e-mail address,that you could give to
 
others when your are looking for ajob.
 
Make a list offour people you could give your card to.
 
Write one paragraph about what you would say to these people when you give them
 
your card —^ — —— —
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APPENDIX C: Job Applications
 
Job
 
Applications
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Introductions
 
Objectives: Students willleam the proper way to shake hands as well as learning
 
various ways ofmaking proper introductions. Students wiU feel
 
comfortable presenting themselves by shaking hands and making
 
introductions.
 
Materials: Introduction sheet
 
Overhead transparency
 
Procedure: 1. Discussseveralsettings which students may have been introduced
 
to someone or they may have done the introducing.
 
2. Discuss situations when it would be proper to shake hands and what
 
shaking hands signifies. Discuss when it is appropriate for people or
 
children to shake handsin social situations.
 
3. 	 Demonstrate the proper way ofshaking hands.
 
4. 	 Teach students the proper way to shake hands,(see introduction
 
sheet)
 
5. 	Shake hands with severalofthe students untilthey understand the
 
principal. These studentscan work with the other students teaching
 
the proper pressure and position.
 
6. 	Have students practice making introductions and shaking hands
 
after each introduction.
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Introductions
 
Learning to shake hands and makingintroductions properly can be a very
 
importantpartofcareer exploration.
 
1. Show students the proper way ofengaging another person's hand in a handshake.
 
Web ofthumb to web ofthumb.
 
2. Show students the difference between a"dead fish"handshake and a firm,confident
 
one. Practice with each student then let student's practice with each other. (Make
 
sure they don't put too much muscle into their handshakes.)
 
3. Discuss the reasonsfor introductions. Have students brainstorm various reasons.
 
Make sure to include the following: .
 
• Introducing afriend to another friend
 
• Introducing your friend to your teacher
 
• Introducing your friend to your parents
 
• Introducing yourselfto a new neighbor
 
• Introducing yourselfto aspeakerfor your class
 
• Introducing a speaker to your principal
 
• Introducing a speaker to your class
 
• Introducing your parent to yourteacher
 
• Introducing yourselfto someone that hires employees
 
• Practice the above-mentioned scenarios.
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DataInformation Cards 
For Applications 
Objectives: Students willfill out personaldata information on a small3x4inch 
card to keep with them,and use when needed when filling out 
employment applications. 
Materials: Practice applications that have been previously filled outbyeach 
student. 
3x4inch cards printed with blanksfor personal data information 
Procedure: Explain that the cards are for the students to keep with them when 
they aire applying for work and filling outforms or applications. 
Most applications require information about your work experience, 
references,dates,names,addresses and phone numbers. You can 
also include any other information,that may be hard to remember 
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Name
 
Date
 
PersonalInformation
 
Please print all yourinformation using your best penmanship.
 
Name
 
Last First Middle
 
Address
 
Number Street City State ZIPCode
 
How long at this address? years Telelephone_
 
Area Code / Number
 
Previous Address
 
Number Street City State ZIPCode
 
Social Security Number Male Female
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Education
 
Print all the schools you have attended from grade school to the present.
 
Grade(s) 
Dates School Addresses Completed 
From 
From Grade 
To. ToGrade 
From From Grade 
To ToGrade 
From From Grade 
To ToGrade 
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Name
 
Date
 
Personal References
 
Directions: Printthree personal references using your best writing.
 
Personal references are people whoknow you. Remember,employers would rather
 
you list people who are notrelated to you.
 
Name Telephone
 
Home
 
Address
 
NmnbCT Street City/State ZIP Code
 
Employer_ Occupation
 
Business Address
 
Number Street City/State ZIP Code
 
BusinessPhone Relationship
 
How long has this person known you?
 
Name Telephone
 
Home
 
Address
 
Number Street City/State ZIP Code
 
Employer Occupation
 
Business Address
 
Number Street City/State ZIP Code
 
BusinessPhone Relationship^
 
How long has this person known you?
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 Name. Telephone. 
Home 
Address. 
Number Street City/State ZIP Code 
Employer. Occupation. 
Business Address. 
Number Street City/State ZIPCode 
BusinessPhone. ' Relationship. 
How long has this person known you^ 
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APPENDIX D: Job Interviews
 
Job Interviews
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PreparingFor an Interview
 
Objectives: Students will be able to read and identily ways to prepare for 
job interview. 
Students will be comfortable answeringsomecommonjob 
interview questions. 
Students will identify fourcommon questions they should 
expect atan interview. 
Materials: 'PreparingFora Job Interview'worksheet. 
'Job Interview Questions'worksheet. 
Job Interview Preparation Checklist. 
Procedure: Teacher and students read and discuss whyit is importantto be 
preparedfor ajob interview,using the worksheet'Preparingfor 
anInterview'. 
Teacher and students read,discuss,and answersomeofthe 
commonjob interview questions using the worksheet'Job 
Interview Questions'. 
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Check to see ifstudents can remembersome ofthe information
 
in each section of:
 
• Preparation
 
• Personal Appearance
 
• TheInterview
 
• Test
 
• Whatto Bring
 
Follow-up: Students fill outthe Job Interview checklist.
 
Students keep worksheetsin their vocational/career notebook
 
or in their portfolio.
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Name_
 
Date
 
preparing Foran Intarvtew
 
Being preparedfor an interview isimportant Ifyou are prepared and your
 
presentation is positive,you may haveagood chance ofgettingthejob. Studies
 
show thata decision to hire a person is often madein the firstfive minutesofthe
 
interview.
 
When you gofor yourinterview,the employer hasprobably already seen
 
your application. Heknowsyou mightbe qualified forthejob or he wouldn'tbe
 
taking the time to interview you. There aresomethings he mightnotknow
 
aboutyou,ifyou are friendly and honest. Heprobably doesn'tknow ifyou are
 
likable and getalong wellwith others. These are things he hopesto findout
 
duriugthe interview.
 
Theinformation thatfollows willhelp you makeafavorable impression on the
 
employer.
 
Preparation:
 
• Be prepared
 
• Maketravelarrangementsforthe interview.
 
• Think aboutyou skills and strengths.
 
• Learn aboutthe organization.
 
• Haveaspecificjoborjobsinmind.
 
• Beprepared to talk abouthow your skills will help you perform thejob.
 
• Review your qualificationsfor thejob.
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• Prepare answers to broad questionsabout yourself.
 
• Prepare questionsto ask the interviewer.
 
• Review yourresume.
 
• Practice an interview with afriend or relative.
 
• Arrive before the scheduled timeofyou interview.
 
Personal Appearance:
 
• Bewellgroomed.
 
• Dress appropriately.
 
• Donotchewgum orsmoke.
 
• Watch yourbodylanguage-the way you move,stand,and sit.
 
• Beaware ofyour posture. Don'tslouch.
 
• Remain standing untilthe interviewer suggests whereyou should sit.
 
• Makeeye contact.
 
Testfifthe emplover gives onek
 
• Listen closely toinstmctipns.
 
• Readeach question carefully.
 
• Writelegibly and clearly.
 
• Budgetyour tirhe wisely and don'tdwellonone question.
 
TheInterview:
 
Relax andtake afew deep breathsbefore meeting theinterviewer.
 
Keep youranswersbrief,butthorough.
 
Respond promptly andshow confidence in your abilities.
 
Speak clearly and don'ttalk too fast.
 
Speakloud enough tobe heard.
 
Beyourself.
 
Usegood manners.
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Use good manners.
 
Don'ttalk too much.
 
Leam the name ofyour interviewer and shake hands as you meet.
 
Use proper English and avoid slang.
 
Becooperative and enthusiastic.
 
Lean slightlyforward toshow that you are interested.
 
Don'tfold your armsand keep your handsin yourlap mostofthe time.
 
Ask questions aboutthe position and the organization,butlimit yourselfto
 
three orfour questions.
 
Thank the interviewer,andfollow up with a letter.
 
Information to bring to an interview:
 
• SocialSecurity number.
 
• Driver's license number.
 
• Resume(ifneeded).
 
• Information about your education,training,and previous employment.
 
• References. Usually three references are required. Getpermission from the
 
people before using their names,and makesure they will give youagood
 
reference. Try to avoid using relatives.
 
• Datainformation card.
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Name_
 
Date
 
Job-lnt€ivi€W Questions
 
Directions; Beforegoiogforajob interview,be preparedto answerquestions
 
youmaybe asked. Read each question andthink about whatyou willsayin
 
aninterview ifyou were asked these questions. Write yourresponsetoeach
 
question.
 
1. Whatkindofjob are you seeking?
 
2. How would you describe yourself? —
 
3. Whydoyou think you would like to workfor ourcompany?
 
4. Whatis your work e3q)erience?_
 
5. Whathoursare you willing to work?,
 
6. How did youlearn aboutthisjob?_
 
7. Whatwould youdo ifyousaw another employee breakingthelaw?.
 
8. How dpyou feelyou get^ohgwith other orkers?_
 
9. How will you betravelingto work?,
 
10. Whydid youleave yourlastjob?_
 
11.Whydo you think you are qualified for thejob?,
 
12.Whatare yourstrengths?,
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13. Whatare your weaknesses?.
 
14. How soon will you be able to begin work?.
 
15. Whatdo you think about wearing a uniform?
 
16. How do youfeel about working overtime ifneeded?
 
17. WhyshouldIhire you?
 
18. Why do you wantto leave your present position?
 
19. Do you have any questions aboutthisjob?
 
20. Whatare your career goals?
 
21. Whatare your interests and hobbies?
 
22. WOiy did you choose this position?.
 
25. Whatdo you think determines a person's progress inagoodcompany?
 
23. Whathave you learned from otherjobs?.
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Name_
 
Dale.
 
Job Ihterview
 
Directions: This checklist will help youknow if you are prepared forajob interview.
 
After reading each statement decide if you are doing very well,needsome
 
improvement,or a lot ofimprovementis needed. Ifno improvement is needed leave
 
the space blank Or write O.K. Ifimprovementis needed,indicate by writing"some"or
 
"alot"in the space provided. Ifneeded,write what would be the best method to
 
improve.
 
1. I have arranged to dress and groom appropriatelyfor the interview,
 
2. Iknow to arrive alert, relaxed,rested,and at my best.
 
3. I will arrivefor the interview early.
 
4. I have made travel arrangements._
 
5. I have completed myjob application correctly,neatly,and completely andIhad
 
someone check it. ——— —
 
6. Ican state my personal data information correctly in a way that it is easily
 
understood. ■ • — 
7. Iknow how to respond coirectly when being introduced to or greeted by the
 
interviewer(firm handshake,correct verbal greeting). ^
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 8. 	I have collected all the materials Lshould take to the interview,such asa pen,
 
paper,personal data card,etc._
 
9. I have organized my materials so I will be able to find items quickly,ifneeded.
 
10.1knowto have good posture,and maintain appropriate eye contact.
 
11.1knowto refrain fi-om chewinggum or criticizing previousemployers.
 
12.1know to listen carefully to any questions asked bythe interviewer.
 
13.1am prepared to respond appropriatelyto any questions the interviewer might
 
. ask. ■ ^ :
 
14.1am aware ofsome ofthe personal characteristics desired forthe job.
 
15.1am prepared to tell the interviewer whyI'm interested inthejob and whyI will
 
be abletodotheJob well. • ­
16.1am prepared to ask appropriate questions aboutthejob.
 
17.1know aboutthejob in termsofwhatthecompany does,the salary range and the
 
skills orexperience thejob requires. ■ • ■
 
18.1 understand when and howthe interview should end.
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APPENDIX E:Keeping A Job
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Taking Messages 
Objectives: Students willleam the proper way to take phone messages as well as 
learn how to write a clear message. 
Materials: Taking messages worksheet (see attached) 
Message pad or worksheet 
Overhead Transparency (an example ofa message pad) 
Procedure: 1. Discuss situationsin which it would be necessary to take 
a message. Talk about the information thatis needed when taking a 
message,and the importance ofwriting it down. 
2. Using the overhead transparency,demonstrate how to fill out a 
message form. Stress writing down the correct information,and 
asking the callerto repeat anyinformation ifneeded. 
3. Havestudents practice taking messagesin the classroom or at 
home when possible. 
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Name_
 
Date
 
Taking a Message
 
Directions: Imagine that you are answering phones atschool,in an office,at work,
 
or at home. Read the paragraph below and write a clear message.
 
At6:00PM,Mike Brennan called Mr.Adams,whois his son's teacher. Mike'sson
 
David has been sick all week and needs more timeto complete his homeworkand
 
his science project. Mr.Brennan would like to know ifhis son could have moretime
 
to work on his project and homework. He would like Mr.Adamsto call him this
 
evening,at243-9009.
 
For v>att Time
 
Pinoi/ie ■R^tU-riA^d You.r cflll 
h\ts>s.aat ThpiA^ed 
Tlea^e call 
will cull ciQaii/i 
came to see you. 
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Name.
 
Date_
 
TakingaPhone Message
 
When answering the telephone and the caUer asks to speak to
 
someone that is not there,remember to take a message.
 
MESSAGE
 
For
 
Taken By_ 
A.M. 
Date Time_ P.M. 
Name ofthe person who called.
 
Phone number.
 
AREACODE NUMBER EXTENSION
 
Telephoned Please call
 
Cameto see you Will call again
 
Wants to see you Rush
 
Returned your call Special attention
 
Message.
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At9:40,Sue Crippen called for Mrs.Carter. There is a7:30 meeting tonight at the
 
schoolto discuss choir robes. Mrs.Carter needs to have the cost ofthe choir robes at
 
the meeting. Write messagesfor Mrs.Carter.
 
PHONEMESSAGE
 
Date. Time.
For_
 
M
 
PHONED
Of
 
RETURNEDYOURCALL
Phone
 
PLEASECALL
Message
 
WILLCALLAGAIN
 
CAMETOSEEYOU
 
Signed
 
At8:00,Mrs.Thompson called Mrs.Garcia. She wanted to know why her daughter
 
Was notin school Mrs.Thompson needed someone to return her call before9:00AM.
 
The phone number at the schoolis
 
882-3282.
 
PHONEMESSAGE
 
Date. Time
For.
 
M
 
PHONED
Of
 
RETURNED YOURCALL
Phone
 
PLEASECALL
Message
 
WILLCALLAGAIN
 
CAMETOSEEYOU
 
Signed
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Positive Attitude
 
Objectives: Given a situation in which employees are expressing
 
dissatisfaction or conflict,students will identify3 waysthey could
 
demonstrate a positive attitude and how the situation could have
 
been handled differently to avoid conflict.
 
Materials: 'Developing aPositive Attitude' worksheet.
 
Procedure: Teacher and students read the worksheet abouta situation on a
 
Job and discuss or answer the questions.
 
Follow-Up: Studentscan also role play situations where employers ask
 
employees to:
 
• Work overtime
 
• Work in a different department
 
• Dosomeone else'sjob
 
• Help the manager with their work
 
• Change their schedule
 
• Change their day off
 
• Change theirjob duties
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APPENDIX F:VocationalMath
 
VocationalMath
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UNDERSTANDINGCHECKS
 
Objective; The students willlearn theitemsfound on a personalcheck.
 
Materials: 	 Samplesofchecks
 
worksheet
 
overhead transparency ofworksheetfor teacher use
 
Procediues: 	 1.The studentslook atsamplesofchecks,brainstorming on
 
the board(orpaper)as to whatinformation you need to write
 
on it.
 
2. Read the Understanding Checks worksheettogether asa
 
class.
 
3. Havethe students solve the activity on the worksheet.
 
FoUow-up: 	 *Thestudentscan practicesigning their name differentways.
 
*Havestudents write outchecksto otherstudentsin class. Let
 
the studentsthen tapethe checktoapiece ofpaper,listing all
 
the thingsthatstudentfilled outcorrectly. Havethe students
 
grade each others checks.
 
*Studentscan interview parents aboutchecksthey write out
 
monthly.
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UNDERSTANDINGCHECKS
 
1 2 3
 6 7
 
Number101
\ MaiySmii
 
V0441
1234AStre^t
 
273 ,
Home,USA
 
DATE
 
PAYTO THE
 
ORDEROF
 
do:
 
nonnegotiable
 
United Bank
 
Home,USA ^
 
Mary SmUGx
 
:2041,"' 90411: 730''29''tii^
 
10
8 9
 
Here are the thingson this check.
 
1 Mary'sname&address,this provesthe check belongsto Mary, 
2 The name ofthecompanyMary makesdie check outto. 
3 The date the check was written. 
4 Thebank number,everybank hasanumberabovethe line 
&agovernmentnumber is below the line. 
5 The numberofthe check. Thechecks are always numberedin order, 
the neictcheck willbe Number 102. 
6 The dollaramountofthe check in numbers.
 
7 The dollaramountofdie check written in words.
 
8 Mary'sbank accountnumber.
 
9 The nameofthe bankthatMarykeeps her money in.
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 10 	 Mary's signature,this partofthe check mustbe signed orthe check
 
will notbecashed bythe bank.
 
Here is acompleted check.
 
I
 
Use itto answerthe questionsbelow.
 
MaiySmith Number 145 
1234A Street 04^41 
Home,USA 273 
DATE 1-30-99 
PAYTOTHE 
Nike Outlet 
ORDEROF _ % S4.99 
Eighty^fourcundy99/100 -	 dollars
 
nonnegotiable
 
UmtedBank
 
Home,USA	 Mary SryvCQv
 
:2041,"' 90411; 730n9'm
 
1. Whowrote thischeck?
 
2. WheredoesMarySmith live?
 
3. Atwhatbank doesMarySmith have an account?
 
4, Whodid MarySmith makethis check outto?
 
5. On whatdate wasthischeck written?
 
6. Whatis the numberofthischeck?
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7. Whatis the bank number?
 
8. Whatamountofmoney is the check written outfor?
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WRITINGCHECKS
 
Objective: Thestudents willlearn to write checks.
 
Materials: 	 Worksheet
 
Procedures: 	 1. Askthe studentsiftihiey know any rules ofcheck writing.
 
2. Read the rules ofcheck writing on the worksheet.
 
3. Havethe students write outthe money amountsfoundon
 
the worksheet
 
4. Give the studentssamplecheck writing worksheetsto
 
complete.
 
FoUow-ttp: 	 *Havestudents bringin advertisements from their favorite
 
stores,make alistofthingsto buy,and write acheckforthe
 
totalamount.
 
*Startastudentchecking account Every time homeworkis
 
turned in studentsreceive acheck from the teacher,everytime
 
theyforgethomework,they write you acheck.
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WKITINGCHECKS
 
Check Writing Rules
 
1. Always write with a pen.
 
2. Neverchangeacheck,ifyou makea mistake,startagain.
 
3. Fillin every blank.
 
4. Always write the correctdate.
 
5. Never write acheckfor more moneythan you have.
 
6. Ifyou lose acheck,or its stolen,tellthe banktostop
 
paymenton it.
 
To write outacheck you mustknow how to write theamountinboth
 
numbersand words.
 
Write theamountin numbersclose to the dollarsign$on the check.
 
Onthe nextline,write thesame amountin words. Then write the
 
word and. Nextyou write the cents amountover 100,in afraction.
 
UnitedBank Number 129 
Home,USA 04-41 
273 
DATE 3-27-99 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF Target $ 37.19 
(Mid/19/100 dollars
 
nonnegotiable

MarySmith
 
1234A Street
 
Home,USA Mary SmCth'
 
:2041,'" 90411: 730"29"'02
 
Whatisthe amountofthis check?
 
DOLLARS
How is it written in words?_____
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Write these check amountsin words.
 
AMOUNT WORDS
 
1	 $7.63
 
$264.71
 
$52.99
 
4 $104.80
 
5 $25.98
 
6 $130.34
 
7 $600.21
 
8 $39.60
 
9.	 $525.00
 
10.	 $73.61
 
11.	 $43.31
 
12.	 $78.75
 
13.	 $296.30
 
14.	 $803.56
 
15.	 $364.02
 
16.	 $56.17
 
17.	 $82.43
 
18.	 $ 16.84
 
19.	 $93.28
 
20.	 $112.29
 
21.	 $425.63
 
22.	 $79.51
 
DOLLARS
 
Two hundred sixtv-four and 71/100DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
DOLLARS
 
Seven 	and63/100
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FILLING OUTCHECKS
 
Objective; Thestudents will practice filling outchecks.
 
Materials: Worksheets 
Procedmes: 1. Have studentsreview importantinformation written on 
checks. 
2. The students willread through the worksheettogether as a 
class. 
3. The students willcompletethe checks with the information 
noted. 
FoUow-up: *Havestudents design theirown checks,with personal 
information. 
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FILLING OUTCHECKS
 
Mary and herfriends wentshopping atthePalm DesertTown Center
 
Mallfor dresses.These dresses were to wear ata ValentinesDay Dance.
 
Mary wrote this check to payfor her dress.
 
MarySmith Number 109
 
1234A Street
 04>41
 
Home,USA 273
 
DATE 2-7-99
 
PAYTOTHE
 
ORDEROF Miller's Outpost 42.64
 
Forts/-tujo- 64/100 ^^ollars
 
nonn^otiable
 
UnitedBank
 
Home,USA Kiary Smith/
 
:2041,"' 90411: 730''29"'02
 
Look atthe check Mary wrote out. Now you getto filloutchecks using the
 
amounts written. Usetoday's date and write yourown addressand special
 
signature.
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L OshmansSuper Sportsfor$136.95­
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF 
Ntttober129 
Q4-41 
273 
DATE 
POTEARg 
UtopiaBank 
Utopia,USA 
:2041,"' 90411; 730"29"'02 
2. Circuit City for$84.27. 
PAYTOTHE 
ORnPROP 
DATE 
$ 
Number376 
04-41 
273 
nonnegotiable 
DOLLARS 
First National Bank 
Desrtville, USA 
:2041,"' 90411: 730''29"'02 
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3, GTEPhone BiUfor$52,81.
 
PAYTOTHE
 
ORDFR OF
 
Bank ofAmericans
 
Bombville,USA
 
:2041,"' 90411: 730''29'"02
 
4. LuckyFood Centerfor$30.84.
 
PftV TO THE
 
ORDER OF
 
Bank ofthe USA
 
Hometown,USA
 
;2041,'" 90411: 730"29"'02
 
5. CarPaymentfor$200.34.
 
PAYTOTHE
 
nnnF.R of
 
NationalBank
 
Desert City,USA
 
:2041,'" 90411: 730"29"'02
 
nonnegotiabile 
DATE 
$ 
Number376 
04-41 
273 
DOLLARS 
DRTE 
Number 176 
273 
nonnegotiable 
I*"' ■ 0"^ 
nonnegoUabk 
$ 
DATE 
Number936 
Oit-41 
273 
DOLLARS 
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6. CarInsurance for$65.00.
 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF 
PATE 
Number 106 
qmi 
273 
, 
$ 
Moneybags Bank 
C^htown,USA 
nonnegotiable 
DOLLARS 
:204i;" 90411: 730''29"'02 
7. Time WarnerCablefor$34.99. 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF 
DATE 
$ 
Number523 
04^1 
273 
NationalBank&Trust 
Nationsville,USA 
nonnegotial)le 
DOLLARS 
;2041,"' 90411: 730"29"'02 
8. Southern CaliforniaEdisonfor$62.85. 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF $ 
DATE 
Number 386 
04-41 
273 
California Bank 
Los Angeles,USA 
noniiegotiable 
DOLLARS 
:204i;" 90411: 730''29'"02 
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9. The Wherehousefor$27.54. 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDEROF 
Number 1376 
04-41 
273 
DATE 
$ 
UnionBank 
Southington,USA 
:2041,'" 90411: 730"29"'02 
nonnegotiable 
DOLLARS 
10.StudentLoanfor$50.48. 
PAYTOTHE 
ORDER OF 
DATE 
Number137 
04-41 
273 
$ 
American Bank ofMoney 
Moneytown,USA 
:2041,'" 90411: 730"29"'02 
nonnegotiable 
DOLLARS 
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On these blank checkscome up with yourown design and fill in yourown
 
personalinformation- name,address,phone number! 
Check. 
Date_ 
Pay to the 
Orderof_ 
.DOLLARS 
nonnegotiable 
Check. 
Date. 
Payto the 
Orderof_ 
.DOLLARS 
nonnegotiable 
Check. 
Date. 
Pay tothe 
Order of_ 
.DOLLARS 
nonnegotiable 
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CHECKBOOKREGISTER
 
Objective; The students willleam the basic componenis ofacheckbook
 
register.
 
Students willleam how to balanceacheckbook.
 
Students willleam to write in check and depositinformation.
 
Materials: Worksheets
 
Realcheckbook registers,from abank
 
Studentcopiesofablank checkbook register
 
Overhead transparencyofblank checkbook register
 
Procedures: 1. Show the studentsthe realcheckbook registers.
 
2. Have the studentsbrainstorm as to whatpurpose they
 
serve.
 
3. Studentsshould workthrough the worksheets with the
 
teacher.
 
4. Theteachershould use the overhead transparencyand
 
studentcopies to practice filing outcheckbook registers.
 
Follow-up; *Havethe students write sample checksand then enterthem
 
on checkbook register.
 
*Have the students brainstorm asto whatbillsthey will have
 
to pay whenthey areliving independently.
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*The students can research localapartmentsfor average
 
apartmentrental,car insurance,water,gas,and electric costs.
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CHECKBOOKREGISTER
 
MarySmith started her checking accountby putting$300.00in the
 
bank. Any money putintoabank accountis called a deposit. This deposit
 
is also her balance. Thebalance is the totalamountofmoneyin a account.
 
Mary writesin her checkbook registerto keep track ofhow much moneyshe
 
hasand how manychecksshe writes.
 
Here is how Mary wrote her firstdepositin her checkbook register.
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
—
 11/5 Deposit 300.00 300.00
 
The fiiist check Mary wrote wasfor$34.99. She wrote thischeck to
 
the Wherehouseto payfor2new CDs. Mary wrote downarecord ofthe
 
checkin hercheckbook register. Here is the information she had to write
 
down:
 
♦ the numberofthe check 
♦ the date she wrote the check 
♦ to whom she wrotethe check 
♦ the checkamount$ 
♦ the new balance 
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Here is how Mary wrote in hercheck to the Wherehouse. To get her new
 
?alance she had tosubtractthe check amountfrom the old balance.
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
11/5 Deposit 300.00 300.00
 
101 11/9 Wherehouse(CDs) 34.99 265.01
 
Thesecond check Mary wrote wasfor21,67. Here is how she wrote itdown
 
in hercheckbook register.
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
—
 11/5 Deposit 300.00 300.00
 
101 11/9 Wherehouse(CDs) 34.99 265.01
 
102 11/11 Oshman'sSuper Sport 21.67 243.34
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Now letssee ifyou can fill outthe missing information in acheckbook
 
register. Check 125 is written on2/4,itis to Targetfor$57.49. Check 126 is
 
written on2/5toPalm Springs Cycleryfor$240.00. Check 127on2/5is for
 
Media One CableTV for $35.67. You need to putin any information thatis
 
missing in the checkbookregister. GoodLuck!
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
650.00
125 2/4 Target
 
240.00 410.00
126
 
374.33
2/5 Media One CableTV
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Try yourbestto balance this checkbook register. Rememberto figure outa
 
new balance for each depositand each debit. Debitsare the checks you write,
 
you need to subtractthose amounts. Deposits are the amountofmoney you
 
are putting into your account,you need to add those amounts.
 
Check# Date Transaction Description
 
101 2/21 GasBill
 
102 2/28 CarPayment
 
103 3/1 CarInsurance
 
■ — 3/3 Payday-Deposit
 
104 3/4 Rent-1 bedroom apt
 
105 3/lC LuckyFood Center
 
106 3/11 Southern California Edison
 
107 3/12 CV Water District
 
3/12 Payday-Deposit
 
108 3/2C VisaBill
 
Debit- Deposit+ Balance 
21.83 1253.76 
224.36 
112.92 
692.78 
425.25 
82.58 
100.57 
34.96 
705.92 
206.49 
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Now it is yourturn to write in the information. Remember thata debitis the
 
check amountand adepositis the moneygoinginto the account.
 
Write allthe factsshown. The firstone is donefor you.
 
1. Check#105,December2,Wal-Mart,$64.79
 
2. Check#106,December3,CircleK,$23.91
 
3. Check#107,December8,Hallmark,$10.99
 
4. Check#108,December 12,ChristmasTree Gardens,$34.50
 
5. Check#109,December 15,Smart&Final,$72.84
 
6. Deposit,December 16,Payday,$639.58
 
7. Check#110,December 17,Millers Outpost,$52.06
 
8. Check# 111,December20,CarPayment,$179.00
 
9. Check#112,December20,CarInsurance,$114.58
 
10.Check#113,December22,Rent,$350.00
 
CHECKBOOK REGISTER
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
64.79 892.63
105 12/2 Wal-Mart
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CheckRegister
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
 
Check# Date Transaction Description Debit- Deposit+ Balance
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 Otjective; 
SAVINGSACCOUNT-DEPOSIT 
Thestudents willleam whatasavings accountis used for. 
Thestudents willleam whatinformation goesonadeposit 
slip. 
Thestudents willfilloutexamplesofdepositslips onthe 
worksheet. 
Materials: Worksheet 
Overhead transparency ofdepositslip examples 
Copiesofclass depositslips 
Realdepositslips 
Procedures: 1. Thestudents willbeintroduced tothe conceptofasavings 
account. 
2. Theteacher will question the students asto how they can 
putthe moneyin the account. 
3. Theteacher will explain briefly whata depositslip is and 
pass around examples. 
4. Thestudents willworkonthe worksheets. 
Follow-up: *The studentscan writedownthingsthey wouldlike to starta 
savingsaccountfor. 
*The teachercan use an Overhead and class copiesforfurther 
uses,aschoolstore,pointsfor grades,orjustfor practice. 
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SAVINGSACCOUNT-DEPOSIT
 
Anotherbank accountthatmanypeople have is a savings account.
 
This money is differentfrom yourcheckmg accountmoney. This is where
 
people putmoney thatthey are saving forsomething special. Itcould befor
 
atrip,car,house,oranew stereo. Eachtime you wanttoputmoneyinto
 
yoursavmgsaccount,you haveto fill outa depositslip. Here is whata
 
depositslip lookslike.
 
SAVINGS DEPOSIT
 
10-475933-73221 5/28/00

DATE
 
MO/DAY/YR
 
Aiccount^^urpfcer
 
LIST CHECKSBY
 
BANK NUMBER DOLLARS CENTS
 
CURRENCY 63 00
 
Maiy Smith
 
/ 
COIN 27
 
CHECKS 09-37 46 39.
 
Deposited with
 
02-71 25 00.
 
Bankofthe Desert
 
SUBTOTAL
 
^88CASH RECEIVED
 
DEPOSITTOTAL 134 66
 
There are six partsto filloutonadepositslip.
 
1 Thesavings accountnumber
 
2 Yourname printed
 
3 The date ofthe dqiosit
 
4 Theamountofbills and coins
 
5 Thebank number andtheamountofeach check
 
6 Theaddedamountofcash and checks to getatotal depositamount
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 Fill outthe depositslips with the amountsofmoney and checks given. Use
 
today's date and print yourown nameand accountnumber. You need to
 
write the checksoutto yourself,for the amountsgiven.
 
1. 	 $92.84incash
 
1check-$296.44
 
Islumber386
 
04-41
 
YourTeacher
 
789 Education Road
 
School,USA 273
 
DATE
 
PAYTOTHE
 
OfUWR OF
 $ 296.44
 
(M\A/OflOO
 DOLLARS
 
California Bank
 
LosAngeles,USA
 YourTeacher
 
:2041,"' 90411: 730"29'^2
 
SAVINGSDEPOSIT
 
DATE.
 
MO/DAY/YR
 
LIST CHECKS BY
 
AccountNumber.
 
Name
 BANK NUMBER DOLLARS CENTS
 
CURRENCY
 
COIN
 
CHECKS
 
Deposited wi^
 
Bank ofthe Desert
 
SUBTOTAL
 
.ESSCASH RECEIVED
 
DEPOSITTOTAL
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2. 	 $63.59in cash
 
2checks-$100.00and$25.00
 
Number396
 
789Education Road
 
YourTeacher
 
04-41
 
273
 
PATP
 
School.USA
 
PAYTOTHE
 
ORDEROT $ 100.00
 
One/hiMxdred/$ cv¥id/0/100
 
DCMXARS
 
CallfoniiaBank
 
Los Angeles,USA
 YaurTecu:her
 
:2041,'" 90411: 730"29"X)2
 
Number397
Your Teacher
 
04-41
789 Education Road
 
School,USA 273
 
PATE
 
PAYTOTHE
 
ORDEROF
 $	 25.00
 
Twe>¥Vfy"f09e'$ cmd/0/100
 
DOLLARS
 
California Bank
 
LosAngeles,USA
 YourTectcher
 
:204i,'" 90411: 730"29'^2
 
SAVINGS DEPOSIT
 
Account Number DATE
 
MO/DAY/YR
 
LISTCHECKSBY
 
Name_
 
BANK NUMBER DOLLARS CENTS
 
CURRENCY
 
COIN
 
CHECKS
 
Deposited with
 
Bankofthe Desert
 
SUBTOTAL
 
LESSCASH RECEIVE!)
 
DEPOSITTOTAL
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SAVINGSACCOUNT-DEPOSIT
 
SAVINGS DEPOSIT
 
Account Number DATE
 
MO/DAY/YR
 
LIST CHECKSBY
 
Name
 
BANK NUMBER DOLLARS CENTS
 
CURRENCY
 
COIN
 
CHECKS
 
Deposited with
 
Bankofthe Desert
 
SUBTOTAL
 
LESSCASH RECEIVED
 
DEPOSITTOTAL
 
SAVINGS DEPOSIT
 
Account Number DATE
 
MO/DAY/YR
 
LIST CHECKSBY
 
Name
 
BANK NUMBER DOLLARS CENTS
 
CURRENCY
 
COIN
 
CHECKS
 
Deposited with
 
Bank ofthe Desert
 
SUBTOTAL
 
LESSCASH RECEIVEC 1
 
DEPOSIT TOTAL
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AUTOMATEDTELLERMACHINES
 
ATM
 
Objective: Thestudents willlearn whatan ATM is.
 
The students willleam how to getacard.
 
Thestudents willleam the basicstepsto makeanATM
 
transaction.
 
Thestudents willleam aboutthe parts ofa transaction record.
 
Materials:	 Worksheets
 
SampleATMcard
 
Procedures: 	 1. Thestudents willbe asked tobrainstorm the differentways
 
you can withdraw moneyfrom a bank.
 
2. Thestudents willbeshownasampleATMcard.
 
3. Students willworkthrough the worksheets.
 
Follow-up: 	 *Take the studentsona walking field trip to visitanATM
 
machine,sothey can visualize it.
 
*Ifparents haveATM cards,the studentscan observe parents
 
using the ATM.
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AUTOMATEDTELLERMACHINES-ATM
 
Sometimes,you might need togoto the bank atnightoronthe
 
weekends. Butifthe bank is closed,whatcan you do? Ifyourbank hasan
 
automatedtellermacbiue(ATM),you areinluck. AnATMisacomputer
 
operated machine thatdoesbanktransactions- withdrawalsand deposits.
 
MostATMsare open24hoursaday.
 
There are alotofgoodreasonsto use anATM.
 
♦ Youcan getyouraccountmoney anytime,even when thebankis closed. 
♦ Thelines are usually shorter atanATMthaninside the bank. 
♦ Youcan use yourATM card instead ofwriting acheck atmostgrocery 
stores. Theamountwillbe subtracted from your account.
 
■ ^ ^ 
Bank ofthe Desert
 
E-ZTELLER
 
9275320
 
Dates 1/00to 1/01
 
MaiySmith y
 
After you filloutan application you willgetacard in the mail,
 
like the one above. Thecard hasanumberondie front Itwillalso have a
 
four digitcode that will notbeon the card. This is yourPIN(personal
 
identification number)to maketransactions. Nooneshould know this
 
number,butyou! Thatway,only you can use the card to get money.
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 Here aresomeimportantthings to rememberabout using anATM card.
 
♦ Youcan only withdraw money thatis in your account. 
♦ You should never depositcash. 
♦ Mostbanks have alimiton the amountyoucan withdraw each day. 
Bankofthe Desert
 
E-ZTELLER
 
PLEASE ENTER YOUR 
FOURDIGIT CODE□ □ □□ □□□□
 
□ □ □□ □□□
 
□ □ □ □ □ □ □
 
□□ □□ □□□□
 
I OPEN 
To start a transaction, you need toput your cardinto the slot 
on the ATM. Directions willappear on the monitor toput inyour code. 
More instructions willappear and you willhave to pushbuttons on the ATM 
to tell the machine what kindof transaction you are doing. Ifyou are getting 
money out, it willcome through a slot on the machine. After you take your 
money out youneed to follow the directions to finishyour transaction. 
When you are all finished the ATMwillreturn your card and give you a 
recordofyour transaction. 
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Yourtransaction record maylook like this.
 
E-ZTELLER
 
Bank ofthe Desert
 
TRANSACTIONRECORD-PLEASESAVE
 
PIN Number Card Number Transaction
 
9368 8254822 Withdrawa
 
Amount Date Time
 
$50.00 3/13/00 8:37 p.m
 
Accx)unt Location New Balance
 
Checking
 
Desert $738.98
 
IS^35-33-02 City
 
THANKYOU
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E-ZTELLER
 
Bank ofthe Desert
 
TRANSACTIONRECORD-PLEASESAVE
 
PIN Number Card Number Transaction
 
9368 8254822 Withdraws
 
Amount Date Time
 
$50.00 3/13/00 8:37 p.m
 
Accourit Location New Balance
 
Checking
 
Desert $738.98
 
l!te35-33-02 City
 
THANKYOU
 
Tryto answersome questionsin complete sentences aboutthis transaction.
 
1. Whattype oftransaction is this?
 
2. Whatbank is the accountfrom?
 
3. Whatis the card number?
 
4. How much money is the transaction for?
 
5. Whatisthe ATMPIN number?
 
6. Whatisthe new balance?
 
7. Where wasthe transaction done,whatcity?
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TIMECARDS
 
Objective: Thestudents willleam whyatime card is used.
 
The students will fill in the hours worked on sample time
 
cards.
 
Materials: 	 Worksheets
 
Transparency ofemptytime card
 
Samplesoftime cards fi'om localbusinesses
 
Procediu-es: 	 1. The students willgettolook atthe sampletime cards.
 
2. Thestudents willbrainstorm their function.
 
3. Thestudents willfill outthe worksheets.
 
4. Theteacher willtestfor understandingby giving the
 
studentsablank time card tocopyfrom anoverhead
 
transparency.
 
FoUow-ttp: 	 *Thestudentscan makesampletime cardsto fill out.
 
Theteachercan have the students make clocks widimoveable
 
handsto helpthem counthours.
 
*Thestudents visita locEilbusinessthat uses atime clock.
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TIMECARDS
 
When you are working,it is importanttokeep track ofhow many
 
hours you are working. Many places have a timeclock,a machine with a
 
clock builtinto it. Thistime clock is for you to use with a timecard,a thick
 
piece ofpaper with the daysofthe week written on it. A time clock is an
 
easy wayfor you to keeparecord ofthe hours you work. Youstamp your
 
time card in the time clock when you startwork. Youstamp itagain when
 
youstop work. Thetime card willshow the hours you worked.
 
Look atthis time cardandsee ifyoucan finish figuring outthe hours
 
worked. Remembertocountup from the staring time to the endingtime.
 
1. 
A.M. P.M 
DAY 
IN OUT IN OUT HOURS 
Sunday 
Monday 6:00 10:00 4 
Tuesday 5:00 10:00 
Wednesday 6:00 9:00 
Thursday 5:00 9:00 
Friday 5:00 10:00 
Saturday 9:00 12:00 1:00 6:00 
TOTAL HOURS
 
A.M. P-Ml
 
DAY
 
IN OUT IN OUT HOURS
 
Sunday
 
Monday 5:00 9:00
 
Tuesday 5:00 8:30
 
Wednesday 5:00 9:00
 
Thursday 5:00 8:30
 
Friday 5:00 9:00
 
Saturday 9:00 12:00 1:00 5:00
 
TOTALHOURS
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3. 
DAY 
IN 
A.M 
OUT IN 
P-M. 
OUT HOURS 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 9:00 1:00 
5:00 8:00 
5:00 9:00 
5:00 8:30 
5:00 9:00 
5:00 9:00 
2:00 5:30 
TOTAL HOURS 
4. 
DAY IN 
A.M 
OUT IN 
P-lUI. 
OUT HOURS 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
9:00 
9:00 
9:30 
9:00 
9:00 
1:00 
1:00 
12:30 
12:30 
1:00 
12:00 6:00 
2:00 5:00 
2:00 4:30 
1:30 5:00 
1:30 5:30 
2:00 5:30 
TOTAL HOURS 
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TIMECAKDS
 
DAY
 
Sunday
 
Monday
 
Tuesday
 
Wednesday
 
Thursday
 
Friday
 
Saturday
 
DAY
 
Sunday
 
Monday
 
Tuesday
 
Wednesday
 
Thursday
 
Friday
 
Saturday
 
A M P.
 
IN OUT IN OUT HOURS
 
TOTALHOURS
 
A.lUI P-M
 
IN OUT IN OUT HOURS
 
TOTALHOURS
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FIGURINGWAGES
 
Objective; Students willbe able tocompute wagesearned.
 
Students willfigure outtips earned along with wagesearned.
 
Materials: Worksheets 
Multiplication charts(ifnecessary) 
Procedures: 1. Students willbrainstorm asto how to figure earnings. 
2. Students willread and complete worksheets. 
Follow-up: *Studentscan makeupsample problems. 
*Studentscan reseeirch hourly wages atlocalbusinesses. 
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FIGURINGWAGES
 
Now that you know how to use timecards to figure your hours
 
worked,you need to figure outhow much you have earned. Firstyou Avrite
 
down how much money you getpaid per hour,or your hourly wage. Then
 
you multiply thatamountby your numberofhoursworked. Besure to put
 
the decimalpointin the rightplace in your answers.
 
$6.25 HourlyWage
 
x25 HoursWorked
 
31.25
 
+125.00
 
$156.25
 
Now you try these on yourown,let's see how much money you've earned!
 
$5.50 $6.35 $5.75 $6.00
 
X 39 X 40 X 28 x 19
 
$6.25 $5.85 $6.45 $7.10
 
X 31 X 26 X 15 X 36
 
$5.48 $7.15 $6.15 $5.95
 
X 37 X 29 X 18 X 40
 
$5.62 $6.48 $5.25 $6.10
 
X 38 2L15 Jl25 x^
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 Sometimesthe hours you work may notadd up to a whole number. You
 
maygetafraction with your whole number. Whatifyou worked41/2
 
hours? Tofigure outyour wages you would need to multiply your hourly
 
wage by the whole numberofhours worked first. Then you would find the
 
1/2 hourwageby dividing your hourly wageby2.
 
$5.50 hourly wage
 
X 4 hours worked
 
wagesearned
 
$2.25 
2 I $5.50 wages1/2hours Then addthe twoamountstogether 
4 to find the total wagesforthe day. 
15 
\A $18.80 wagesfor4hours 
10 +$2.25 wagesfor 1/2 hours 
j|^ $21.05 wagesfor4i/2 hours 
0 
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Here are some wagesfor one week. How much did you earn
 
each day? How much were yourtotalwagesforthe week?
 
Remember your hourly w^eis$5.50.
 
day hoursworked wagesearned 
Monday 3 
$16.50 
Tuesday 31/2 
Wednesday 21/2
 
Thursday 41/2
 
Friday 4
 
Saturday 61/2
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You may getajob where you notonly get hourly wages,but also tips.
 
Tipsare extra paymentforajob welldone. Whatkind ofjobscan you think
 
ofthatgettips?
 
You are working ata localrestaurantservingfood to people. You
 
make$5.50an hour. You worked2hourstoday and made$24.75. How
 
much did you getin tips? Youcan use multiplication and subtraction to
 
figure this out. First multiply your hourly wageby hours worked. Then
 
subtractthe totalfrom the wagesearned to find outhow much you madein
 
tips.
 
$5.50 hourly wage $24.75 total
 
X 2 horns worked -$11.00 wagesearned
 
$11.00 wagesearned $13.75 tips
 
Here are your hoursand earningsforone week. Figure outhow much you
 
made daily in tips. Then figure outyour total tip amountfor the week.
 
1. Day HoursWorked TotalEarned Tips 
Monday 4 41.40 $19.40 
Tuesday 3 29.95 
Wednesday 2 24.90 
Thursday 3 32.15 
Friday 5 54.94 
Saturday 7 72.60 
2. Day HoursWorked TotalEarned Tips 
Monday 3 32.40 
Tuesday 2 25.95 
Wednesday 3 29.90 
Thursday 4 37.15 
Friday 3 30.94 
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 $$ BUDGETINGYOURMONEY $$
 
Objective: Thestudents willlearn whatabudgetis, whatit consists of, 
/ and hcrw to make one. 
The students willfigure e^m^nses and costs ofbills ifliving 
with roommates.
 
The students willchooseitemsofimportance to be placedon
 
theirown personalbudget.
 
Materials: 	 Worksheets
 
Overhead transparencies ifworksheets
 
Procedures: 	 1. Thestudents willbrainstorm whatabudgetis.
 
2. Thestudents willread and fill outthe worksheets.
 
3. Thestudents will filloutthe sample bucket.
 
Follow-up: 	 *The students willcalllocalapartmentbuildingsto getprices.
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 $$ BUDGETINGYOURMONEY $$
 
Tofi^re outa good budgetyou need to firstbe aware ofhow much
 
money you take home monthly and whatyour fixed expenses(monthly bills)
 
are. From thatinformation you can work outabudget Fixed expensesare
 
usually thingslike rent,electric,gas,and phone biUs. These bills usually stay
 
around thesameamountso itis easy to estimate how much they willbe. It
 
is alwaysgood to estimate a little more than whatyou paid the month before,
 
so you'll have enough moneysaved to paythe biU.
 
Here is asample ofsome fixed expenses. The Housing eiqienses have
 
been cutin halfsince you have aroommate,butthe Transportation eiqienses
 
are paid in fullon yourown. Transportation eiqienses are the carpayment,
 
carinsurance,and car eiqienses like gasand oilchanges.
 
HOUSING TRANSPORTATION 
Rent $225 CarPayment $150 
Electric $75 Car Eiqienses $100 
Gas $15 CarInsurance $100 
Phone $45 
TOTALEXPENSES $710 
To makea mori^ybudgetyou needto add more ejqienses,beingan
 
adultis expensive! In a monthlybudgetyoushould write down allfixed
 
expenses as weU as personalexpenses. Personalexpenses are things like
 
food,new clothes,haircuts,laundry,and entertainment. Plus,you maywant
 
tosavesome money m asavings accountmonthlyfora trip,ortobuyacar.
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SAVINGS $50
 
PERSONALEXPENSES FOOD
 
Laundry $30 Groceries $60 
New Clothes $40 Eating Out $40 
Haircut $20 Entertainment $60 
TOTALPERSONALEXPENSES $150 TOTALFOOD $100 
TOTALSAVINGS.FOOD.&PERSONALEXPENSES$250
 
Now see ifyou can answerthe questionson this page using this budget
 
HOUSING TRANSPORTATION
 
Rent $300 CarPayment $120
 
Electric $85 CarE3q)enses $100
 
Gas $15 CarInsurance$75
 
Phone $25
 
PERSONALEXPENSES FOOD
 
Laundry $20 Groceries $50
 
New Clothes $55 Eating Out $30
 
Haircut $15 Entertainment $40
 
SAVINGS
 
TotalSavings $50
 
1. How much moneydoyou think this person makesa month?
 
2. How much is the totalfood budget?
 
3. How much isthe housing budget?
 
4. How much is the personale3q)ensesbudget?
 
5. How much is the transportation budget?
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6. How much is the savings?
 
7. How much is the housing andfood budget?
 
8. How much is the personale:^enses,savings,andtransportation budget?
 
9. How much is the totalbudget?
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LIVINGWITHROOMMATES
 
1. Let'ssay you live in an apartment
 
with afriend. You split all Ae bitls
 
in half. See ifyou can figure outyour
 
share ofthe bills.
 
YOURSHARE
 
a. Rent .$550
 
b. Electric $70.44
 
c. Phone $42.66
 
d. Gas $36
 
e. Food $180
 
TOTAL
 
2. Youlive in an apartment
 
with twofriends. You split allthe
 
bills three ways. Figure outyour
 
share.
 
YOURSHARE
 
a. Rent $660 __
 
b. Electric $90
 
c. Phone $96
 
d. Gas $39
 
e. Food $210
 
TOTAL
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WHICHWOULDYOURATHERDO:
 
1. rentan apartment orlive athome
 
2. goto a concert otrgo to a nightclass toleam a newjob
 
3. buya birthday presentfor you orbuya presentforafriend
 
4. getan^hairstyle arbuyfood
 
5. have a private phone orshare aphone with roommates
 
6. buy clothes for work «reatout
 
7. goonadate orsave for a vacation
 
8. buyanew pet arbuya giftforapetyou already have
 
9. buy a car arbuyaTVand VCR
 
10. havea daily newspaper delivered arbuy magazines
 
NRRDS&WANTS-RowA has things thatyou willneedto budgetfor,
 
numberthem in orderofyourimportance. RowB hasthings you may want
 
to budgetfor. Puta 1 forthe mostimportant,2for nextimportant,andsoon
 
to 10.
 
RQWAfNEEDS^ ROWBfWANTSV
 
_A place to live .Entertainment
 
.Haircuts .Eating out
 
.Clothesfor work .Dates
 
.Health care .Car
 
.Savings account .Carinsurance
 
.Food Party clothes
 
.Transportation .VCR/TV
 
.Child care .Private phone
 
.Education .Vacations/Travel
 
Church _Stereo/CD player
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Now lets have you fill outyourown budget!
 
HOUSESTG
 
Rent i_
 
Electric
 
Gas
 
Phone
 
TotalHousing
 
TRANSPORTATION
 
Car i.
 
Gas,OU $_
 
Insurance ^
 
TotalTramportation S_
 
PERSONALEXPENSES
 
Clothes
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Laundry,Dry cleaning
 
Haircut $_
 
Entertainment
 
TotalPetsonalExpenses $_
 
SAVINGS
 
Car
 
Vacation
 
FutureNeeds
 
TotalSavings
 
TOTALMONTHLYBUDGET
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APPENDIX G;Additional Activities
 
Additional
 
Activities
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DearParents,
 
We£ire studying aboutreal life math andjob skills. Iwould liketo
 
.	know ifyou would be interested in talking to our class aboutyourjob. I'm
 
trying to introduce several differenttypes ofjobsto yourstudentso they may
 
getsome ideas ofwhatcareer they mightbe interested in. Iwouldlike
 
interested parentsto speak to the classfor 10-15 minuteson these aspectsof
 
yourjob:
 
*Education Needed
 
*Skills Needed
 
*Job Responsibilities
 
*WorkHours
 
Thank you and we hopeto hearfrom yousoon!
 
Signature.
 
StudentName.
 
No,Icannotcome talk to the class.
 
Yes,Icancome talk tothe class.
 
Please write thetimes you are available:
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EstimadosPadres,
 
Estamos estudiando sobre verdaderostrabajos de matematica y de
 
babiiidadpsde la vida. Quisierasaber sicualquiera de Ustedes estaria
 
interesado en hablarcon nuestra clase desu trabajo. Estoytratando de
 
introducir varies tipos diferentesdetrabajos asus estudiantes para que ellos
 
consigan algunas ideas de que carrera ellos podrian estar interesados.
 
Quisiera que los padresinteresados hablaran con la clase unos 10-15 minutes
 
sobre estos aspectos desu trabajo:
 
*La necesidad de educacion
 
*Habilidades necesarias
 
*Responsabilidades de trabajo
 
*Horasdetrabajo
 
Gracias y nosotros esperamos recibir noticias de usted pronto!
 
Firma_________ Nombrede Estudiante.
 
No,Yonopuedo hablar conla clase.
 
Si,Yopuedo venir y hablareconla clase.
 
Forfavor de indicarlos dias que usted esta disponible:
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STUDENTAGE HOIJRS&TIMES WORKPERMITTED LAW
 
12-13 May not work during the school year(Sept.- June) FLSA
 
14-15 	May work 18 hours per week,3 hours on school days FLSA
 
8hoursona non-school day.
 
Hoursofwork mustbe between7a.m. and 7p.m.
 
May work40 hours per week whenschool is notin session.
 
Hoursofwork extend from 7a.m.to 9p.m.(June- Sept)
 
16-17 May work28 hours per week.4hours on school days StatesLC 1391
 
8hours ona non-school day.
 
Hoursofwork mustbe between 5a.m.and 10p.m.on
 
school days. May work imtil 12:30a.m.on a^y
 
preceding a non-school day.
 
May work40-48 hours per week when school is
 
notin session.
 
Work
 
experience
 
16-17 May work40 hours per week.6hours on school days
 
8 hoursonanon-schoolday 	 StateEdC49916
 
Hoursofwork mustbe between5a.m.and 10p.m.unless
 
a late night permissionform isonfile. With alate nightform,
 
student may work until 12:30a.m.onaschool night.
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NameofMinor(lastname first) Sex Social Security Number
 
Street Address City Zip Code County HomePhone
 
Age ofMinor Date ofBirth Proofofage accepted School District
 
School ofAttendance School Address ZipCode SchoolPhone
 
Nameofcompany(Employer) Street City Zipcode
 
Employer's phone number Kind ofwork minorto perform
 
Employer's signature
 
Starting wages Employer's Workers'Compensation Carrier File no.
 
Hoursofemploymentper day;
 
Mondaydirou^Friday Saturday_
 
Sunday Weeklytotal
 
PARENT'S SIGNEDSTATEMENT
 
This minoris beingemployed at work described hereon with myfull knowledge
 
and comment,and Irequesta work permitbeissued.
 
Date •
 
Signature ofparentor guardian
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WORKPERMIT-SAMPLE
 
Objective: The students vi^illleam whata work permitis.
 
Thestudents willgain an understandingofwhy work permits
 
are necessary.
 
The students will have to answerquestions abouta work
 
permit.
 
The students will fill outasample work permit.
 
Materials: 	 Worksheets
 
Procedures: 	 1. Read through the worksheets with the students.
 
2. Havethe students answer the comprehension questions.
 
3. Havethe students fill outthe sample work permitform.
 
FoUow-up: 	 *Havethestudentskeep a neatfilled outcopyofthe work
 
permitin their portfolio.
 
*Havea representative from the office talk aboutwork permits.
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 WORKPERMIT-SAMPLE
 
Ifyou are between the agesof12-17and you would like to getajob,
 
you mustfill outa work permit. Bylaw minors(age 12-17)can only work
 
specific daysand hours. Included in the work permitis a description ofthese
 
hoursand days. This is meantto help you,so you can handle bothschool
 
and work atdiesametime. Ifyou wantajob the firstthing to do is find
 
someone whowouldlike to hire you. Nextit is importantto talk itover with
 
your parents or guardian. Allyou need todo now is askatyourschoolfor a
 
work permitto fill out.
 
Thefollowing pages are asample ofawork permit. Itis veiysimilar
 
to arealone,butitis only a sample. Thatmeans you may notuse these
 
sheets to getajob.They will help you practiceso when you filloutdie actual
 
papers,it willbeeasyfor you to fillout. These papers havebeen enlargedfor
 
better reading and understanding. Remember,you can notfillouta work
 
permitwithouthavingajob first. Youremployer needs to give you
 
information to filloutpartoftheform. Yourparenls/guardians also needto
 
sign thisform giving their permission for you to haveajob.
 
The work permitcontainsa application typeform for youto fillout
 
personalandjob information. You willneed to filloutallthe spaces you
 
can. You also needto makesure to have your parentorguardian sign the
 
form,since you are legally a minor. The other side oftheform containsan
 
explanation ofhoursordays certain aged students are permitted to work. It
 
also tells thelaw that directly deals with each agelevel. Thissection willlet
 
youknow exacdy how much you are legally allowed to workatyourage
 
level.
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Look atthe sample work permitsand try to answerthese questions.
 
1. Whatage do you haveto be to work duringthe school year?.
 
2. Whathourscan you work atage 14-15on a non-schoolday?.
 
3. Whatage are you ifyou can work6hoursonaschoolday?_
 
4. How many hourscan you work during a non-schooldayfor work
 
experience?
 
5. Whatage are you ifyoucannotwork during theschool year?
 
6. How many hourscan you work rightnow?
 
7. Whatage are you ifyoucan work3hoursonaschoolday?.
 
8. Whathourscan you work atage 16-17on aschoolday?
 
9. Whatage are you ifyou work28hours a week?___
 
10. Whathourscan you work atage 14-15 whenschoolis notin session?
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Dream Job Appucation
 
Position Applying for: Date_ 
Name • ' 
LastName First Name Middle Initial 
Are you atleast 16?_ Social Security No.. 
CurrentAddress
 
Street Apt.#
 
City State ZipCode
 
Daytime Telephone( ^)_
 
Education
 
Elementary School
 
Years Attaided
Locaticai
NameofSchool
 
Middle School
 
NameofSdiool Location Years Attended
 
Experience related to field(explain any experience you have had in this field)
 
List any hobbies,clubs,activities,or otherinformation youfeelisimportantfor
 
thisjob.
 
PersonalReferences- listthe name,telephone number,and relationship
 
1. V ^ ^ ^
 
2.
 
I do hereby promise thatthe above information is accurate to the bestofmy
 
knowledge and thatany intentional misinformation will resultin the denial of
 
employment.
 
Date
Applicant's Signature
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 OBSERVINGWORKERSONTHEJOB
 
Thebest wayfor you toleam aboutajob is to see itfor yourself.
 
Spend one hour watchingsomeone and fill outthis sheet.
 
Rememberto getpermissionfrom the person'semployer before
 
you go.
 
NameofPerson Date
 
Works at
 
Job(s)done while being observed
 
1.
 
,2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
5. _____
 
Whattools,equipment,or machinery was used?
 
1
 
2 ^
 
3.
 
Whatother people were involved and how were they involved?
 
Whatwasthe productor outcome?.
 
WouldIlike doing this? Why?
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Job Interviews,and Keesping a Job in Appendices A-E.
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